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(ABSTRACT) 

Little or no empirical validation exists for many of software engineering's basic 

assumptions. While some of these assumptions are intuitive, the need for scientific 

experimentation remains clear. Several assumptions are made about the factors affecting 

software reuse. In particular, the object-oriented paradigm and various human factors are 

hypothesized to affect the successful reuse of software components. This dissertation 

describes a controlled experiment designed to evaluate the impact of the object-oriented 

paradigm and human factors on software reuse. The human factors under investigation 

include managerial influence and cognitive abilities. This experiment concludes (a) the 

object-oriented paradigm makes significant contributions to productivity, (b) language 

differences are far more important when programmers reuse than when they do not, and (c) 

the object-oriented paradigm holds a particular affinity to the reuse process, (d) reuse 

results in higher productivity than no reuse independent of language paradigm, (e) the level 

of management encouragement does affect the reuse process, and (f) the cognitive ability of 

visualization does relate to effective reuse. 
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1.1 Motivation 

The use of precise, repeatable experiments to validate any claim is the hallmark of a 

mature scientific or engineering discipline. Far too often, claims made by software 

engineers remain unsubstantiated because they are inherently difficult to validate or because 

their intuitive appeal seems to dismiss the need for scientific confirmation. 

Software reusability is one area where unverified claims exist. The potential for 

reusability to improve the software development process is immense, yet a variety of 

factors affect its impact. Several theories exist about factors which either help or hinder the 

reuse process, but for the most part these theories have not be verified. These influential 

factors must be better understood, and their impact on reuse clarified, before software 

developers can fully make use of the benefits of reusing software components. 

The research described in this dissertation investigates some claims made about the 

factors which affect software reusability. A controlled experiment was designed and 

executed to evaluate the impact of specific influential factors. 

1.2 Reusability 

Studies related to software reuse are important because of the key role reuse 

assumes in improving software productivity. Brooks asserts that while no single 

development will result in an order-of-magnitude increase in productivity, software reuse is 

an area where the greatest results can be achieved because reuse addresses the "essence," as 

opposed to the "accidents, .. of the development problem [BROF87]. 

However, reusable software is not being exploited to its full potential. According 

to Freeman, the state-of-the-practice of reuse in the United States is embarrassing 

[FREP87]. On an evolutionary scale, he puts reuse technology in an awakening stage, 

slowly approaching an early utilization period. 
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Software reuse is a robust topic with many areas that could be investigated 

empirically. Several issues pertaining to reuse are consistently addressed in the current 

literature. These issues are: 

• Method of reuse ( composition vs generation), 

• Problem domain analysis, 

• Method of accessing components, and 

• Abstraction level of reusable components. 

The following subsections describe how these issues of software reuse relate to the current 

research. 

1.2.1 Composition versus Generation 

Two fundamental approaches to reuse can be described as composition technologies 

and generative technologies [BIGT87]. In composition technologies, concrete "building 

blocks" such as subroutines, objects, designs, etc. are integrated and modified to form a 

final target product Generative technologies are more abstract in that the reused entities are 

often intertwined in the tools used to generate the end products. In such an approach, a 

problem specification is presented to tools which analyze the problem and derive a solution. 

Generative technologies reuse knowledge pertaining to how a particular product is 

constructed and attempt to automate the process. For example, code patterns are used in 

application generators. These patterns are defined in the generator itself. Transformation 

systems apply rules (the reused entity) to generate the new state of the product [HORE84]. 

Unfortunately, generative approaches often promise more than they deliver. 

Usually, it is some representation of the solution which must actually be presented to the 

generative tool, which then merely modifies the form of the solution [BROF87]. 

Generative technologies are a powerful approach to reuse and deserve further 

research. However, the current state-of-the-practice of generative technologies is less 

advanced than composition technologies. "Building block" approaches are based on 
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methods to find, modify, and integrate reusable components. Therefore, composition 

technologies are intimately connected to the practiced methods of developing software. 

This research investigates the ability to use existing components to form an 

implementation of a new project. Therefore, this study addresses reuse from a composition 

point of view as opposed to a generative one. 

1.2.2 Domain Analysis 

Any given problem can be considered to reside in one or more particular domains. 

Characteristics of problems are used to group them into domain categories. For example, 

using BNF in language representation is one use of domain analysis [HORE84]. A 

compiler-compiler is a completely automated result of applying domain analysis. Research 

has shown that analysis of the domain characteristics can benefit the reuse process. 

Neighbors defines the Draco approach to software development based on reuse 

[NEIJ84]. Draco uses a domain analysis as a fundamental description of problem areas. 

Domain languages are then used to describe these areas. A domain description has five 

parts: a parser, a prettyprinter, a set of source-to-source transformations, a set of software 

components, and domain-specific procedures to guide transformations. The refinement 

process restates the problem from one domain language into another. 

This process involves a great deal of human effort. The domain analyst is 

responsible for examining needs and requirements of a particular domain while the domain 

designer specifies different implementations for objects and operations in terms of existing 

domains (reuse of analysis information). The system designer is responsible for checking 

refinement consistency, guided by assertions and conditions specified in the refinements. 

The process of analyzing and describing a problem domain is difficult and time 

consuming. Only 10-12 fully usable Draco domains have been built. 

Another example of the use of domain analysis comes from [LENM87]. An IBM 

study used ubuilding blocks" of encapsulated, unmodifiable code and data, following the 
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model of Ada generic packages. These components were the result of specific domain 

analysis. No investment was made in building blocks which did not have a specific, 

practical application. Reuse rates were seen from 10 to 50 percent, and quality of code as 

measured by defect rate improved dramatically. 

The focus of this research is to investigate factors which affect software reuse. 

Domain analysis addresses a fundamental approach to the reuse process, but not a specific 

influential factor. Therefore, while domain analysis itself is not specifically addressed, the 

effect of domain influence is noted. The experiment is constructed such that a wide range 

of software domains is employed. 

1.2.3 Component Access 

Efficient, accurate methods to find and evaluate a potentially reusable component 

are essential to successful reuse. Several research endeavors have concentrated on this 

problem. 

Prieto- Diaz and Freeman describe a faceted classification scheme based on 

reusability-related attributes [PRIR87]. Program functionality is expressed as the triple 

<function, object, medium> and the programming environment is expressed as the triple 

<system type, functional area, and setting>. Classification of a software component is 

described as a sextuple which is a combination of these two descriptions. A thesaurus is 

used for vocabulary control and a user-weighted conceptual graph is used for related terms. 

A prototype library system using this classification scheme has been implemented. 

Once a group of potentially reusable components is found (based on the sextuple 

description), evaluation techniques are used to rank them in order of reusability. The 

ranking process uses metrics based on five reuse attributes: size, structure, documentation, 

language, and reuser experience. 

Fischer describes several component access tools based on the object-oriented 

paradigm [FISG87]. Browsers are used to search the class hierarchy structure in order to 
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find appropriate object descriptions. The object-oriented paradigm and its relationship to 

reuse is discussed in further detail in Section 1.4. 

Reusable "clearing houses" have been proposed as a method of giving access to 

reusable components [LUBM88]. A clearing house is a huge database of potentially 

reusable code and/or documentation. Additions to the database are controlled to some 

degree and components are catalogued against some criteria. A given clearing house can be 

based on specific restrictions (such as language) or by functionality. The Ada Software 

Repository is an example of a clearing house with over 25.5 Mbytes of source code and 

over 10 Mbytes of documentation, accessible over ARPA net [TRA W87a]. One problem 

with clearing houses is that proprietary data and economic concerns make companies 

reluctant to freely provide additions to the database of components. 

The relatively small set of reusable components have appropriate naming 

conventions and documentation designed for the reuser, and therefore do not warrant the 

use of a search and access tool. Furthermore, the experiment is conducted in a Unix 

environment, which facilitates the process of component identification and evaluation 

[KERB84] [BARB87]. Results will be based on the assumption that potentially reusable 

components can be found by some evaluation criteria and with an adequate level of 

efficiency. The small reuse set is appropriate because the specific nature of the components 

is controlled (see Chapter 2). 

1.2.4 Abstraction Level 

The level of abstraction of a reusable component is a logical measure of its distance 

from the running computer system. For example, requirements are more abstract than 

designs which are more abstract than source code. Freeman asserts that reuse efforts 

should concentrate on the total range of underlying information at the various levels 

software development process, not merely the deliverables [FREP83]. 

Reuse at higher abstraction levels has greater potential for productivity gains than 

reuse at the source code level. Previously developed components at high abstraction levels 

can be integrated into the target project development at an earlier time than less abstract 
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ones. The earlier reuse affects all aspects of the continuing development process, and 

therefore results in greater impact. Reusing design information has been the fundamental 

point of some reuse strategies (e.g., [NEIJ84]). 

Wegner describes abstraction and reusability as two sides of the same coin 

[WEGP83]. Both are concerned with capturing the reusable essence of a component, but 

emphasize different aspects of the relationship. An abstraction level determines a set of 

associated reusable attributes, and conversely each set of reusable attributes fundamentally 

define an abstraction level (the class of components which possesses the attributes). 

The problem with reuse at higher levels of abstraction is that no standards exist for 

the fundamental representation of design and requirements concepts [BIGT87]. Source 

code has well-defined representations with specific construction rules. Designs and 

requirements have no such standard representations. Designs which can be machine 

processed are often too close to source code and suffer the same abstraction restrictions. 

Less syntactically specific design schemes can not be automatically processed and therefore 

the reuse potential is reduced. 

The problems of representation and standardization are limiting and need further 

research. Furthermore, only limited code reuse has been achieved, implying that there are 

still influences that hamper successful reuse of entities which have specific representations. 

Therefore, this research addresses the software reuse issue from the abstraction 

level of code reuse. For the factors of interest, code assessment is appropriate and 

facilitates the evaluation process. Designs and test plans are considered only in the 

assessment of the completeness of a project. The next section specifically addresses the 

reuse of source code. 

1.3 Code Reuse 

The feasibility of code reuse is given credibility by observations that immense 

amounts of code are redundant. By one estimate, as little as 15% of new code is unique, 

novel, and specific to individual applications [JONT84]. It makes intuitive sense to reuse 
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those parts of previous projects which parallel current work and therefore put the majority 

of development effort into new aspects of the system. Reuse is also seen as a means to 

increase reliability and maintainability due to the reuse of high-quality, well-tested 

products. 

Isolated success has been achieved in the area of code reuse. Lanergan reports that 

the Raytheon company has achieved up to a 60 percent reuse rate across developed 

products, resulting in a 50 percent increase in productivity [LANR84]. The Toshiba 

corporation in Japan uses a software factory development approach with well-defined 

evaluation baselines and management techniques [MA TY87]. Reuse is an integral part of 

this development scheme. Tracz reports that the Japanese software factory approach results 

in the development of 800-3200 SLOC/month (new and reused code), compared to a rate 

of 100-500 SLOC/month in the United States [TRAW87b]. 

Developers and users of potentially reusable products are unnecessarily hampered 

because they lack specific knowledge concerning the many technical and human factors 

which influence software reusability [WOOS87]. These factors affect whether existing 

components can be: 

• evaluated for potential reuse, 

• adapted to the required situation, and 

• integrated into the new product 

Furthermore, the cost of the reuse process must stay below the cost of the development 

process or the main purpose of reuse is defeated [BARB87]. 

These influential factors come from several sources. While we agree with Meyer 

[MEYB87] and others about the importance of the technical aspects of software reusability, 

we pointedly disagree with the assessment that managerial, organizational, and economic 

problems are less important and should be resolved as an afterthought of technological 

sophistication. Tracz specifically addresses the myth that software reuse is only a technical 

problem [TRA W88]. 

Several overall views of the reuse process have been presented in the literature 

[BARB87] [BIGT87] [FREP87] [HORE84]. These views provide the necessary 
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framework from which to launch an empirical investigation in an area as vast as software 

reuse. Of course, not all factors which affect the reuse issue can be investigated in one 

study. Two areas of interest have been chosen due to their potential for increasing the 

effectiveness of the reuse process. The first area focuses on language issues. Specifically, 

the experiment compares the use of the object-oriented paradigm to the use of the 

procedural paradigm with respect to software reusability. The second area addresses 

human factors. The effect of managerial influence and inherent cognitive abilities are 

investigated relative to the reuse process. These two areas are described further in the 

following sections. 

1.4 Object-Oriented Paradigm 

Standard procedural approaches are common in current development practice. 

Using a procedural approach, good software engineering design and implementation can 

result in well-structured, reusable code. However, the reuse results may be incidental to 

other practices. Software researchers are currently searching for specific strategies which 

will result in effective, reusable components. 

The object-oriented paradigm is promoted as an excellent software development 

approach [STRB88] and its effects on software reuse is one area which begs further 

empirical investigation. Studies of the object-oriented paradigm are important because, 

according to Biggerstaff [BIGT87], the object-oriented paradigm has a good balance 

between power and generality, and therefore compliment the reuse process. In his opinion, 

procedural based solutions also have a good balance, but are considered less effective than 

object-oriented solutions. 

Tracz makes several points which tend to support the use of the object-oriented 

paradigm to promote successful reuse [TRA W88]. For instance, despite the software tools 

which currently exist to ease reuse efforts [FISG87], special tools are not employed in 

current successful software reuse situations and are not the answer to the problem. Reuse 

success comes from formalizations of process and product, which an object-oriented 

environment creates. Furthermore, unplanned software reuse is costly. Software must be 

designed for reuse, with an emphasis on interface and modularization. The object-oriented 
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paradigm stresses these characteristics. However, Tracz admits that, due to the many 

factors involved, no language will solve the the reuse problem inherently, including an 

object-oriented one. 

The fundamental characteristics of the object-oriented paradigm seem to meet the 

needs of the reusing developer. Encapsulation capabilities create self-contained objects 

which are easily incorporated into a new design [KERB84]. Data and functionality are 

enclosed in objects by a specific class definition, and are held private to an instantiated 

object of that class. If a component is close enough to the target project, or general enough 

such that it has multiple purposes, the components can be reused with little or no 

modifications. 

The data-based decomposition of objects, resulting in class-hierarchies and 

inheritance, promotes reuse far more than the top-down approach which promotes "one-of

a-kind" development [MEYB87]. Inheritance is the property of deriving subclasses from 

existing (base) classes while inheriting properties of the base class. A specific class might 

not be appropriate in a given situation, but a new class could be derived from an existing 

one using the properties of the old class which apply. 

Inheritance also provides a hierarchy of classes which can be used in the searching 

and evaluation tasks inherent in software reuse. This hierarchy provides a variety of 

abstraction levels on which to view the reusable components. According to Wegner, 

greater abstraction is the key to to greater reusability, and object-oriented languages provide 

abstraction far better than procedural languages [WEGP83]. 

Inheritance is considered to be a mandatory characteristic of an object-oriented 

language [CARL85]. While Ada demonstrates several inherent characteristics which 

positively affect software reuse [TRA W87a], it does not support inheritance, and therefore 

lacks a fundamental property which a true object-oriented language provides. 

While the characteristics of the object-oriented paradigm and the qualities which 

support successful reuse seem to compliment each other, little empirical evidence has been 

given to support this relationship. Therefore, this research specifically addresses the 

object-oriented language factor. 
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The language aspect of this research follows a distinct path through Biggerstaffs 

framework of software reuse [BIGT87], which is reprinted in Figure 1. In his framework, 

overall reuse is divided into composition and generative technologies. While the generative 

approach has potential, it is not the focus of this experiment This research addresses only 

the composition-based approaches. Biggerstaff further divides the composition 

technologies into two techniques, one emphasizing standard libraries and the other 

promoting specific organizational principles. The research described in this dissertation 

compares these two techniques. 

Fe.atw'eS Approaches to Reusability 

Component Building Blocks Patterns 
Reused 

Nature of Atomic and Immutable Diffuse and Malleable 
Component Passive Active 

Principle of Composition Generation 
Reuse 

Application Organization & Language 
Application 

Trans-
Emphasis Component Composition ~ Formation 

Libraries Principles Generators Generators Systems 

Typical • Libraries of • Object-Oriented •VHLLs • CRTFmtrs • Language 
Systems Subroutines • Pipe Archs •POLS • File Mgmt Transformers 

Figure 1: Biggerstaff's Reuse Framework 

Specifically, this research compares a standard procedural approach to the 

techniques of the object-oriented paradigm. The experiment was designed and executed in 

order to measure the relative affects of a procedural language and an object-oriented 

language in terms of software reuse. 
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Similar experiments have been successful in making comparisons of the object

oriented and procedural approaches relative to other aspects of software development. 

Meyer provides an involved example of design and implementation using the object

oriented language Eiffel and compares it to a procedural based approach [MEYB87]. 

Another study determined that the object-oriented paradigm is quantitatively more beneficial 

than a procedural approach in terms of software maintenance [HENS90]. An interesting 

point made in that research is that subjects viewed the object-oriented techniques as more 

difficult to accomplish, even though all objective data supported the hypothesis that using it 

resulted in fewer maintenance tasks and reduced maintenance effort. This result clearly 

illustrates the danger of relying only on anecdotal evidence to assess software engineering 

technology. 

1.5 Human Factors 

The second area explored in this experiment are the human factors which affect 

software reuse. Despite any high technology used to improve state-of-the-practice reuse, it 

is the human mind which develops reusable products and decides if existing code should be 

reused. The study of human factors is a major psychological paradigm affecting the 

manner in which code is developed [CURB87]. Even though human qualities are often 

difficult to objectively quantify, they play a major a role and are therefore a primary issue in 

this research. 

Two sources of human influence are addressed in the experiment. First, the 

research explores the role of the organization's commitment to the reuse process. Second, 

the experiment investigates the cognitive skills, attitudes, and experience of the reusing 

programmers. These secondary human factors will not be addressed specifically by the 

experimental design, but rather as additional analysis as the data permits. 

In a realistic software development environment, a majority of the work performed 

and the techniques by which that work is accomplished is greatly influenced by the 

production manager. Management's attitude is consistently mentioned in current literature 

as an important factor governing the successful reuse process [BIGT87] [TRA W88]. 
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Managerial influence is an external stimulus which affects the software developer in 

a variety of ways. If the manager's attitude is apathetic or weak toward reuse, then it is left 

to the individual programmers to decide what emphasis to give to reuse. If, however, 

management's attitude encourages the reuse process, programmers might put more effort 

into correctly performing reuse tasks. Freeman makes the point that managers and 

technical people need different forms of reuse training [FREP83]. 

Managerial influence raises another question. Can too much emphasis be placed on 

reuse? If programmers are pressured to reuse, inappropriate code might be integrated into 

the new system causing modification delays that otherwise would have been avoided. 

The managerial attitude will also determine the amount of technical support which is 

available. If management is a strong supporter of reusability, potential components will be 

organized in some way and made accessible to the programmer. If potential components 

are easy to access and evaluate, the possibility of successful reuse is enhanced. 

Next, consider the individual programmer. A programmer's attitude alone can have 

a tremendous impact on the reuse process. If a programmer believes that his code is 

superior, in general, to other people's code, he may not be inclined to use software 

developed by others even if it is applicable and well implemented. Likewise, the opposite 

attitude might lead to equally detrimental effects. A zealous reuser might bypass the 

development process to the point that not enough effort is put into the evaluation process. 

This could result in attempting to use inappropriate ccxle and eventually lead to time delays 

worse than if new code had been written. 

The "not invented here" syndrome has been identified as a possible influence in 

software reuse [TRA W87b]. Programmers may view reuse as an indication that their 

particular development skills are unnecessary and think that resisting reuse is a form of job 

security. Again, reuse education can teach programmers that the ability to successfully 

reuse is as important as other development abilities, but the problem needs to be fully 

understood. 

The academic ability of the individual might also affect his ability to reuse. First, 

consider a talented software developer, as measured on some appropriate scale. He might 
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realize that appropriate effort put into evaluation and modification of existing code can 

increase productivity in the long run. On the other hand, perhaps that same programmer 

will be inclined to write code from scratch due to his past success. 

Now consider a programmer with less talent. He might be inclined to reuse code 

developed by others which is generally recognized as high quality. But the characteristics 

of a good programmer might be essential in the evaluation process and therefore the less 

talented programmer might make incorrect decisions which lead to eventual failure. 

Academic ability may be a function of experience. Experts are better at encoding 

new information than novices [CURB89]. Such differences may also affect the ability to 

reuse. In the classification scheme presented by Prieto-Diaz, the experience level of the 

reuser is used as a "fuzzy" modifier of the other factors used to determine which 

component from a qualifying set should be reused [PRIR87]. 

Beyond the programmer's attitudes and experience, individual abilities may play an 

important role in whether a person can successfully reuse. Cognitive skills inherent in an 

individual could affect how well a programmer evaluates a software component for 

applicability and integrates it into a new situation. The cognitive skills investigated in this 

experiment are: 

• Integration: the ability of a person to combine objects into a unified whole, 

• Perception: the speed at which a person detects small differences in objects, and 

• Visualization: the ability of a person to visualize changes in objects. 

These particular skills were chosen because they are intuitively connected to the mental 

processes used when reusing software. 

Measuring human factors is difficult, but feasible. Valid testing strategies can 

evaluate cognitive abilities. Many other independent variables are directly measurable. One 

possible list of such variables is given in [EV AG89] and include demographic, academic, 

experience, and behavioral variables. Some of these factors are difficult to quantify, but 

techniques exist to collect such data in a statistically valid manner. The specific data 

collected and the collection methods used are discussed in Chapter 3. 
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1.6 Summary 

While the reuse potential of both the object-oriented paradigm and human factors 

have been promoted, little scientific experimentation has been conducted. The research 

described in this dissertation evaluates the impact of several well-defined factors from these 

areas which have been hypothesized to affect the reuse process. 

Specifically, the object-oriented paradigm is compared to the procedural paradigm 

relative to the reuse process. Distinct levels of managerial influence are compared to 

determine its impact on reuse. Furthermore, programmer disposition and cognitive abilities 

are evaluated. 

Chapter 2 lists the questions to be addressed in this research and describes the 

design of the experiment. Chapter 3 discusses the data collected and the collection methods 

used. A description the analyses which address the language paradigm questions is given 

in Chapter 4. The human factors analyses are discussed in Chapter 5, which deals with the 

managerial influence questions, and Chapter 6, which describes the programmer attitude 

and cognitive ability issues. Finally, Chapter 7 summarizes the empirical results and 

discusses future work in the area. 
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Chapter 2: The Reuse Experiment 
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2.1 Introduction 

Given the fundamental purpose of this research, namely to empirically investigate 

particular factors which are hypothesized to affect reuse, the specific questions of interest 

were formulated and the format of the experiment was designed. Since the motivation for 

the empirical design is taken from the questions, the initial focus of this chapter is the 

research questions themselves. 

From these questions the experimental design was established, providing an 

adequate, reliable framework in which to answer each question. Some questions are 

directly addressed by the subject - group breakdown, while the others are answered 

without regard to group division. Given the careful control needed to draw valid 

conclusions, specific steps are taken to reduce excess sources of variability in the 

experimental design. 

The next section lists the research questions answered in this study. Then, Section 

2.3 discusses the experimental design used to address the questions. Finally, Section 2.4 

summarizes the experiment and the overall approach of the research. 

2.2 Research Questions 

The goal of the experiment is to answer the following questions with respect to the 

successful reuse of software components. For these questions and the corresponding 

analyses, productivity is defined as the inverse of the effort expended to produce a specific 

software product. Therefore, the less effort expended by a programmer to develop a given 

system, the higher his productivity. Effort is measured in several quantifiable ways and is 

discussed in Chapter 3. For clarity, the questions are divided into categories based on the 

primary factors addressed. 

The first set of questions deals with the language paradigm issues, namely the 

comparison of the object-oriented approach and the procedural approach. The analyses 

pertaining to the language paradigm issues and the associated conclusions are discussed in 

Chapter 4. 
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Lan1:ua1:e Paradi&m Issues 

1) Does the object-oriented paradigm promote higher productivity than the 

procedural paradigm? 

2) Does the object-oriented paradigm promote higher productivity than the 

procedural paradigm when programmers do not reuse? 

3) Does the object-oriented paradigm promote higher productivity than the 

procedural paradigm when programmers reuse? 

4) Does the object-oriented paradigm promote higher productivity than the 

procedural paradigm when programmers are moderately encouraged to reuse? 

5) Does the object-oriented paradigm promote higher productivity than the 

procedural paradigm when programmers are strongly encouraged to reuse? 

6) Does the object-oriented paradigm provide incentives to reuse above those of 

the procedural paradigm? 

The next set of questions addresses the influence of the production manager. 

Chapter 5 discusses the analyses and conclusions of the managerial influence issues. 

Mana2erial Influence Issues 

7) Does reuse promote higher productivity than no reuse? 

8) Does management's moderate encouragement to reuse promote higher 

productivity than no reuse? 

9) Does management's strong encouragement to reuse promote higher productivity 

than no reuse? 
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10) Does management's moderate encouragement to reuse promote higher 

productivity than management's strong encouragement to reuse? 

11) Does management's strong encouragement to reuse promote improper reuse 

activities? 

12) Past what point, in terms of percentage of a component reused for a target 

system, is it no longer beneficial to reuse? 

The final set of questions addresses cognitive abilities and attitudes of the individual 

programmers. The analyses and conclusions for these questions are presented in Chapter 

6. 

Proa:cammer Coa:nitive Ability and Disposition Issues 

13) Does a programmer's inherent ability to combine objects into an integrated 

whole relate to his ability to reuse effectively? 

14) Does a programmer's inherent ability to quickly detect small differences in 

objects relate to his ability to reuse effectively? 

15) Does a programmer's inherent ability to visualize changes in objects relate to his 

ability to reuse effectively? 

16) Does a programmer's disposition toward reuse relate to his ability to reuse 

effectively? 

17) Does a programmer's background experience relate to his ability to reuse 

effectively? 
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All of the research questions are answered by the careful application of an 

appropriate experimental design and appropriate analysis of valid and complete data. The 

design of the experiment is discussed in the next section. The data used to test the 

hypotheses is discussed in Chapter 3. 

2.3 Experimental Design 

Some reuse experiments employ hypothetical, question-and-answer situations 

where the subjects do not actually perform .illl the various tasks inherent in the reuse 

process. We believe, however, that to accurately determine influential factors, the 

experimental subjects must perform all of the following tasks: evaluating potentially 

reusable products, adapting them to the new situation, and integrating them into a 

functionally complete product. It is important to create, as accurately as possible, a 

representative situation while maintaining a valid experimental design [CURB80]. 

The experiment is based on a target system developed by each of a set of senior

level software engineering students. The use of students as subjects, while sometimes 

considered unrealistic, is justified in this case due to two oveniding considerations. First, 

empirical evidence by Boehm-Davis indicates that students are equal to professionals in 

many quantifiable measures, including their approach to developing software [BOED84]. 

Although new techniques are learned and further refinement does occur, a programmer's 

basic approach and development habits are formed quite early in their professional 

development 

Second, given the amount of control necessary to execute this experiment, students 

are the only viable alternative. When employing the scientific method and focussing on 

specific variables of interest, it is imperative that other sources of variability be reduced or 

eliminated. Therefore, aspects of the development environment and outside influences 

need to be monitored and controlled. This level of control could not be accomplished in a 

commercial setting without making the experiment trivial. The efficacy of students as 

subjects is supported for within-subject experiments by Brooks [BROR80]. 
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The subjects in the experiment developed a specified target system. The system 

specification is couched in the guise of computerizing a fictional company and is separated 

into two tasks. The specific functional operations making up the system were abstracted 

from commercial software development experience. Both tasks involve a variety of 

programming techniques including data management, numerical processing, and graphics. 

Previous research investigating the factors affecting software reuse have 

concentrated on two issues: (1) the effect of software engineering characteristics of code 

components, such as readability, structured code, etc., and (2) the techniques used to find 

appropriate code components from a set of possible candidates. Neither of these issues are 

the focus of this study. Code quality was allowed to vary only within the controlled 

confines of "adequate" testing and software engineering standards. All completed projects 

were verified to meet a set of requirements concerning documentation, code quality, and 

functional correctness. Furthermore, subjects were given no special tools for searching or 

identifying candidate components. It is assumed that any assistance in this area would only 

improve the reuse results. This study focuses on language issues, specifically the 

comparison of the object-oriented paradigm to the procedural approach, and human factors, 

such as managerial influence and cognitive abilities. 

In the experiment, reusable code components were made available to the subjects 

implementing the target system. To affect further control, the code component sets were 

specifically generated for this study. Therefore, the research consists of two phases. The 

first phase was preparatory, in which potentially reusable components were designed and 

implemented. The experiment was executed in the second phase, in which the target 

system was developed by a set of subjects, who are unrelated to the programmers who 

designed and implemented the reusable components. These two phases are described in the 

following sections. 

2.3.1 Phase One: Component Development 

Two sets of potentially reusable components were created during phase one. One 

set was implemented in a procedural based language, Pascal, and the other in an object

oriented language, C++. The choice of languages was not arbitrary. Specifically, we 
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deliberately chose not to use C as the procedural programming language. A goal of the 

research is to make as clear a distinction as possible between the object-oriented approach 

and the procedural approach. Since C is basically a subset of C++, we feared the 

similarities of the two languages might cloud that distinction. C++ was chosen over 

Smalltalk because we believed the powerful programming environment of Smalltalk 

[GOLA83], not available to a Pascal programmer, might jeopardize the comparison. Ada 

was not used because it lacks the concept of inheritance, and is therefore not a true object

oriented language. Finally, both C++ and Pascal emphasize strong typing, thus controlling 

another possible source of variation. 

The component developers had experience using Pascal and therefore no further 

emphasis was placed on it. Careful training in the object-oriented paradigm and C++ was 

conducted to emphasize proper design and implementation criteria. Practice tasks were 

given in C++ to equalize the experience factor. 

Both component sets were implemented on Apple Macintosh Ifs running A/UX. 

They were designed to be functionally equivalent, though design and coding techniques 

naturally vary between the two language paradigms. Equivalence was guaranteed by 

ensuring that all code meet the same fundamental functional and error-handling 

requirements. All developed code was required to pass the same level of testing 

thoroughness. 

Furthermore, all code was required to meet fundamental software engineering 

criteria. Source code with potential to be reused must be evaluated by the new system 

developer to see if it is similar enough in function to warrant reuse. The evaluation will be 

facilitated if the source code is readable, well documented, well structured and well 

designed. Tracz compares evaluating a code fragment to the process of buying a used car 

[TRA W87c]. What are its standard features? Its mileage? Maintenance record? 

Reputation? Therefore these characteristics of the reusable code components were held 

constant. The same developer created the Pascal and C++ version of a given component 

and were required to alternate the order of development for each successive component 

created. 
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Knowing the requirements of the target system to be implemented in the second 

phase, each component was designed to have a specific level of applicability. The levels of 

reuse can be described as: 

1) completely reusable, 

2) reusable with "small" changes ( < 25% ), 

3) reusable with "large" changes ( > 25% ), and 

4) not applicable for reuse. 

With respect to the target system, the component sets were designed to contain 

elements from each reuse level. The 25% delimiters of levels 2 and 3 are only intuitive 

guidelines and refer to the amount of code that must be added, deleted and modified to 

create a component that meets the target system's requirements. Providing components 

which span a wide range of applicability ensures a realistic, verbose domain from which 

subjects evaluate and choose components. 

Knowing the details of the final product, the component sets can be designed to 

contain elements from each reuse level. As an example, consider a code component 

needed in the final product to evaluate data from a quality control stress test. The numeric 

data are stored in a set of vectors and must be evaluated by a specific algebraic test. If a 

component is developed for reuse level 1, it should completely perform the evaluation as 

needed. Level 2 reuse might dictate that the evaluation procedure be fundamentally 

consistent with the target project, but differ in slight ways requiring straightforward 

changes, such as equation modification. If the component is designed to be a level 3 reuse 

candidate, the component would be somewhat similar in concept, but differ greatly in 

function. A level 3 component might do the evaluation very differently from the type of 

test required. Or perhaps the components perform similar evaluation techniques on data set 

up in a completely different manner (i.e. a tree). Finally, if level 4 is desired, no 

component will be developed that will remotely resemble the evaluation functionality. 

2.3.2 Phase Two: Project Implementation 
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Using the two sets of components, independent subjects were assigned the task of 

implementing the target project. The subjects were divided into six groups, pictured as 

cells in Figure 2. Half of the subjects implemented the project in Pascal, the other half in 

C++. Furthermore, subjects within each language category are divided into equal thirds, 

defining the amount of reuse they should perform. One group could not reuse at all, 

therefore implementing the project using only newly developed code. A second group 

were encouraged to reuse components from the appropriate reuse set as they saw fit. The 

third group was instructed that they should reuse if anything remotely appropriate if 

available in the reuse set 

Managerial Influence 

Moderate trong 
Cannot Reuse Encouragement Encouragement 

s 

Procedural 
(Pascal) 3.05 3.10 3.07 

Object-
Oriented 3.13 3.20 3.20 (C++) 

Figure 2: Subject / Group Breakdown with Mean Grade Point Averages. 

The rows in Figure 2 primarily address the language paradigm question. The 

columns represent various management influences. Comparisons of the groups will 

directly answer several of the questions presented in Section 2.1. Other questions are 

answered with analysis performed without regard to group breakdown. 

The subjects were divided into the groups randomly, but were statistically blocked 

across their computer science grade point averages. The blocking was accomplished by 

dividing the students by grade point average into high and low groups, then randomly 

assigning subjects to blocks from alternating levels. This blocking was an effort to reduce 

variability within each group. Figure 2 also shows the mean computer science grade point 
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average for·all subjects in a given group. An anova test comparing the grade point averages 

of subjects showed no significant differences between groups (p < 0.9795). 

The functional requirements of the system are divided into two equal tasks. The 

two tasks separate the functional aspects of the project into "employee management" and 

"business management" sections. Employee management functions deal with processes 

such as an employee database, payroll, security control, and cost center management. 

Business management functions are concerned with the details of shop floor control, 

quality control testing, warehouse management, and customer interactions. An 

introductory material section was provided with information both groups need to perform 

their respective tasks. The specifications for the system are reprinted in Appendix A. 

Although the two tasks focus on different aspects of running a business, they were 

designed to be comparable in computational complexity. Both are divided into seven 

subtasks, each of which has a counterpart in the other task that are designed to require 

approximately the same amount of effort to develop. If preliminary analysis shows that 

results are not affected by the difference between the two tasks, this factor can be ignored 

in subsequent analysis, thereby increasing statistical power in addressing the questions of 

primary interest. 

To further control this aspect of the experiment, half of the subjects designed and 

implemented the employee management task first, while the other half of the subjects 

designed and implemented the business management task first. Then each half switched, 

resulting in both system tasks being developed by each subject. This organization offsets 

any learning benefit of doing a particular task first. 

2.4 Summary 

The research questions presented at the beginning of this chapter establish the goals 

of the empirical investigation. Pertinent information is derived from the questions, yielding 

a list of variables needed to address each point and a foundation on which to base the 

experiment. For this research, two factors were chosen as the pivotal points on which the 

experiment would be based: the object-oriented paradigm and the managerial influence. 
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Other factors of interest, such as programmer disposition and cognitive abilities, are 

addressed outside of this primary framework. 

Component sets were developed for Pascal and C++ in the initial phase of the 

research, with careful attention to functional equivalence between languages. A set of 

independent subjects were divided into groups with varying degrees of reuse incentive and 

language requirements. These groups used the component sets to develop a target system. 

Data were collected during the development process to assess the productivity of 

each subject. Based on this information, responses to each research question can be 

formulated and conclusions drawn. 

The next chapter describes the data collected in more detail and defines the 

collection methods used. The remaining chapters use the data to address each question and 

draw conclusions. 
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Chapter 3: Experimental Data 
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3.1 Introduction 

Given a feasible and well-controlled experimental design, the rigorous analysis of 

data collected during the experiment determines the conclusions that can be made about the 

hypotheses. This chapter describes the exact nature of the data used in this experiment and 

the methods used to collect it 

The variables measured are directly related to the objectives of the experiment, 

represented by the questions in Chapter 2. Some information is used to measure the factors 

under investigation. Other data are used to assess the influence those factors had on the 

process or used to control the experimental design itself. 

Data collection can be accomplished in several ways, depending on the nature of the 

variables themselves. In this experiment information was gathered straight from the 

experimental design, from objective measurements taken from subjects, and from data 

collected by the subjects themselves. Care was taken to ensure that the data collected was 

valid and complete. 

The experimental data taken directly from the experimental design include such 

variables as language used and level of managerial influence. This validity of this data is 

assured by direct control of the experiment itself. 

Objective measurements such as cognitive abilities were measured by tests given to 

the subjects. Validity is assured since the scoring of the tests was performed according to 

the specifications given in the test battery directions and no subjects were involved in the 

process. 

Productivity and reuse data were collected by the subjects using tally sheets during 

the development process. To assure this data's validity, subjects were informed that their 

names would not be associated with these data, and that the values themselves would have 

no bearing on their course evaluation. They were also told that a negative impact on their 

course evaluation would occur if they did not record their development information 

honestly and completely. The tally sheets were coded such that no subject name was ever 

connected to particular data. 
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The next section defines the specific variables collected and describes their purpose. 

Some initial data analysis is discussed in Section 3.3. Finally, Section 3.4 summarizes the 

data related aspects of this research. 

3.2 Experimental Data 

Data collected during the experiment can be divided into two sections. One set, 

called factor data, quantifies the factors affecting reuse that are under investigation. The 

second set, called assessment data, is used to evaluate the effect of the factors defined by 

the first set All of the raw data values collected are given in Appendix E. The two sets of 

data are described in detail below. 

3.2.1 Factor Data 

One factor under investigation is the effect of language paradigm on the software 

reuse process. As described in the previous chapter, the language paradigm differences are 

designed into the experimental group breakdown such that the reuse and development 

efforts can directly evaluate the independent effectiveness of the language used. Therefore, 

one factor data element is the language, Pascal or C++, used by each subject. 

Similarly, one human factor under investigation is the effect of the managerial 

influence in a developer's working environment. Similar to the language paradigm factor, 

the managerial influence levels are designed into the subject - group breakdown. Again, 

the reuse and development efforts are evaluated relative to the empirical framework. 

Therefore, another data element collected is the level of managerial influence encouraging 

or discouraging reuse. The levels used to simulate the spectrum of reuse incentives are: 

1) No reuse 

2) Moderate encouragement to reuse at developers discretion 

3) Strong encouragement to reuse anything which remotely applies 
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Other human factors were directly measured by questionnaires. For example, 

questionnaires were used to obtain each subject's amount of experience in a variety of 

related activities at both a professional and academic level. This information could indicate 

a relationship between experience in various activities and the ability to reuse. If necessary, 

these data can also be used to explain differences in groups which was not remedied by 

random assignment of subjects to groups. 

Another human factor measured by questionnaires was the subject's disposition 

toward reuse. Several questions quantify the subject's trust of his own and other 

developer's code, the subject's belief that reuse can save time, and whether the subject 

practices reuse in everyday development. This information could indicate a tendency to 

reuse based on a fundamental belief in the process. 

The inherent cognitive abilities of the subjects are still another group of human 

factor data. These cognitive abilities were quantified using tests which come from a battery 

of factor-referenced cognitive tests developed by the Educational Testing Service 

[EKSR76]. Six tests were used to evaluate three cognitive skills: integrative processes, 

perceptual speed, and visualization, as discussed in Chapter 1. Two tests measuring each 

skill were given to each subject and their scores recorded. This battery of tests have been 

successfully used before in computer-related human evaluations [EWEJ81]. This 

information could indicate a relationship between an individual's inherent cognitive abilities 

and the ability to reuse effectively. 

3.2.2 Assessment Data 

The assessment data is used to evaluate the factors measured by the first set, or to 

assist the controlled design of the experiment itself. For example, academic ability as 

measured by computer science grade point average was collected and was used to randomly 

block across the groups in the experimental design. This was done to reduce extraneous 

variability in the groups. 

Questionnaires were used to get a subjective feedback from the subjects after the 

experiment was over concerning the level of difficulty of using the tally sheets to record 
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productivity and reuse data. This information is used to determine if there was any bias in 

the data due to uncomfortable or difficult recording procedures. A subjective evaluation of 

the relative difficulty of the two tasks was also collected in order to further assess task 

equality. 

The main assessment data collected during the experiment measure the productivity 

of a subject during the implementation of the target system. Productivity and effort are 

considered to have an inverse relationship. Therefore, the less effort expended by a subject 

to satisfy the requirements of one task, the higher the productivity of that subject. The 

measurements of effort, and therefore of productivity, are divided into two sections as 

follows: 

Main productivity variables 

• Runs - The number of runs made during system development and testing, 

• RTE - The number of run time errors discovered during system 

development and testing, and 

• Time - The time (in minutes) to fix all run time errors. 

Seconda:r:y productivity variables 

• Edits - The number of edits performed during system development and 

testing, and 

• Syn. - The number of syntax errors made during system development and 

testing. 

Multiple productivity variables are used to get a complete picture of the development 

process. The Runs, RTE and Time variables, given their significance to the development 

process, are considered the main variables of interest. The Edits and Syntax Errors 

variables are gathered for completeness, but are not given oveniding concern. 

Since each subject independently implemented the same tasks, a comparison of data 

across subjects yields a relative measure of the effort used to develop a system task. The 

comparison is appropriate since each subject's task subsystem was required to meet a 
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minimum set of functional requirements. A subject with a high value for a given indicator 

is considered less prcxluctive than a subject with a low value. 

The group means for each prcxluctivity variable are depicted graphically in Figures 

3 and 4. These charts give a rough indication of how the groups compare although 

statistical analyses are employed to verify perceived differences. 

Data pertaining to the reusable components were also collected. First, a list of all 

possible components was compiled with its intended level of applicability. The intended 

use of the component (if any) was noted in terms of task and subtask id number. 

Each time a subject reused a component, the task and subtask was noted, and data 

were collected to determine the amount of work required to integrate that component into 

the target system. The percentage of original source code used was collected, along with 

the number of lines added, deleted and modified in three categories: cosmetic changes, data 

definition changes, and algorithm changes. 

The data collected in reference to the reusable components and their use by the 

subjects can help determine how appropriate the developer was in choosing and integrating 

a component 

3.3 Preliminary Analysis 

Some preliminary analyses were performed to determine the nature of further 

analyses and help assess the validity of the data collected. The experiment consists of a 

fundamental two-way design, which usually lends itself to a straightforward anova 

(analysis of variance) evaluation of the data to determine differences in group means. 

However, the research questions are highly specific and often involve combinations of 

groups to answer questions. Therefore, the tests were performed using linear contrasts of 

the six groups and are defined specifically for each question. 
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Figure 3. Group means for primary productivity variables. 
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Figure 4. Group means for secondary productivity variables. 
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Furthermore, all hypotheses predict the direction of difference between means. In 

other words, all of the research questions are phrased such that a given factor is favored 

over another. Therefore, all tests were performed in a one-sided manner. 

In all statistical tests performed in this research, a result was considered significant 

if the p-value for the test was less than 5% (p < 0.05), which is an accepted norm. The p

value is the probability that the difference could have been obtained by chance, rather than 

reflecting a true difference in group means. Following conventional criteria, a difference is 

deemed statistically significant if its p-value is less than 0.05. In such cases, it is extremely 

unlikely that the difference in means is due to chance. 

In a very conservative approach, the 5% chance of error is distributed among all 

tests, effectively requiring much stronger significance for each individual test. The 

approach used in this research is more pragmatic, and allows a 5% chance of error on each 

separate test. Since a few significant results would be expected by chance, we will look for 

trends of significance in order to draw conclusions. 

Many of the research questions are based on improving productivity during system 

development. The measures of productivity are discussed earlier in this chapter. Prior to 

the individual tests, a two-way manova (multivariate analysis of variance) test was run 

against the data for all five productivity variables to determine if fundamental differences 

exist which deserve further investigation. For the overall effect of language paradigm, the 

differences were not quite significant (p < 0.1013), but were large enough to suggest 

investigation on an individual basis. The overall effect of managerial influence (p < 

0.0001) and the overall interaction effect (p < 0.0414) were both significant and therefore 

warrant further investigation. The detailed results of these tests are given in Appendix D. 

As described in Chapter 2, the target system specification was divided into two 

tasks. Initial analysis of the task factor determined that the difference between the two 

tasks played no role in influencing any of the productivity variables (all p-values for task 

effects were~ 0.2073). In other words, the two tasks were determined to be equally 

difficult The lack of difference is attributed to the careful design of task specifications and 

the blocking of subjects across grade point average. Therefore, all further analyses ignore 

the task factor, which gives them more statistical power. 
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Finally, the subjective feedback from the subjects rating the difficulty of the tasks 

and the questionnaires was examined. The difficulty was rated on a four point scale with 1 

being easy and 4 being difficult The average difficulty rating for task A was 3.14, and for 

task B was 3.23. This is consistent with the objective task analysis in concluding that the 

tasks were equally difficult. The average difficulty rating for the development 

questionnaire was 2.33, and for the reuse questionnaire was 1.86. This indicates that both 

data collection sheets were fairly simple to use and should not have biased the data 

recorded. 

3.4 Summary 

The data collected in this experiment were chosen to answer specific questions 

posed in Chapter 2. Some data were used to quantify the factors under investigation, 

while others were used to assess the productivity of the subjects or control the experiment 

itself. 

The data collection methods were designed to assure accurate and complete 

measurement of the variables of interest. Some data were derived from the experimental 

design itself, some from objective testing methods, and some from questionnaires and tally 

sheets designed for ease of use and anonymity. 

Initial analysis determined that the factors warrant further investigation which will 

be determined by the questions themselves. The tests performed are specific and involve 

multiple group comparisons, therefore linear contrasts were employed when appropriate. 

Conclusions are therefore based on trends of significance and not on single variables. 

The next chapter describes the analysis and conclusions for the language paradigm 

factor. Chapter 5 concentrates on the managerial influence factor. The other human factors 

under consideration, namely programmer disposition and cognitive abilities, are examined 

in Chapter 6. Finally, Chapter 7 summarires the conclusions of the research. 
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Chapter 4: Language Paradigm Analyses 
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4.1 Introduction 

This chapter discusses the analyses which address the language paradigm issues 

under investigation. These issues were listed as the first set of experimental questions in 

Chapter 2. 

For each question, a table is given which summarizes the analysis performed. In 

each table, the mean values for each productivity variable are listed. These means represent 

a group or combination of groups from Figure 2 as appropriate for each question. Also 

listed are the p-values representing the significance of the difference between the means. 

Remember that a result is considered statistically significant if the corresponding p-value is 

less than 0.05. 

The primary productivity variables, Runs, RTE (Run Time Errors), and Time (in 

minutes to fix the run time errors), are listed first in the tables. The secondary productivity 

variables, Edits and Syn (Syntax Errors), are listed below the primary variables. Given 

their relative importance to the development process, the primary variables will be used to 

draw conclusions, although the secondary variables will be discussed as well. Keep in 

mind that we will look for trends of statistical significance in order to draw conclusions, as 

opposed to basing them on tests of a single variable. 

4.2 Empirical Results 

The experimental questions posed in Chapter 2 which focus on the language 

paradigm issues are used as a framework for discussion of the statistical analysis. Each 

question is addressed separately, giving the results of the appropriate analysis. 

1) Does the object-oriented paradigm promote higher productivity than 

the procedural paradigm? 

The third column in Table 1 list the means of the productivity variables calculated 

from all subjects using the procedural language, including all subjects who reused as well 
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as those who did not. The fourth column shows similar means for subjects in the object

oriented categories. Our hypothesis is that the values for the object-oriented paradigm will 

be lower than those of the procedural paradigm, indicating a higher productivity for the 

object-oriented subjects. 

Runs 
RTE 
Time 

Edits 
Syn. 

Table 1. Language Paradigm Main Effect 

Means 

Significant? p-value Procedural 0-0 

Yes 0.0066 59.27 47.50 
Yes 0.0078 65.00 50.20 
Yes 0.0104 354.41 261.70 

No 0.3469 271.55 263.65 
No 0.8675 183.67 202.40 

The three main productivity variables (Runs, RTE and Time) show a significant 

difference between the means, favoring the object-oriented paradigm. In addition, the 

object-oriented mean for the Edit variable was also lower than the procedural mean, 

although not to a significant degree. The means on the Syntax Errors variable did not differ 

in the predicted direction. Considering the nature of the Edits and Syntax Errors variables, 

the lack of significance is attributed to the subjects lack of practice using the object-oriented 

language. The results of the analysis on the main variables indicate that the object-oriented 

paradigm does promote higher productivity than the procedural paradigm. 

2) Does the object-oriented paradigm promote higher productivity than 

the procedural paradigm when programmers do not reuse? 

The means listed in Table 2 are calculated for only those subjects who did not 

reuse. The third column represents subjects using the procedural language, and the fourth 

column represents subjects using the object-oriented language. Our hypothesis is that the 

object-oriented values will be lower than the procedural values. Surprisingly, none of the 

variables indicate a significant difference. 
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Table 2. No Reuse ( Procedural vs. Object-Oriented ) 

Runs 
RIB 
Trme 

Edits 
Syn. 

Significant? 

No 
No 
No 

No 
No 

p-value 

0.8909 
0.7506 
0.1607 

0.2360 
0.1733 

Means 

Procedural O - 0 
No Reuse No Reuse 

75.38 83.17 
81.25 87.17 

446.38 385.00 

416.00 392.00 
311.00 290.33 

Interestingly, the group means do not consistently favor one language or the other. 

The means for the object-oriented groups are lower for Time, Edits, and Syntax Errors, but 

the means for the procedural groups are lower for Runs and RTEs. According to this 

analysis, we must conclude that when reuse is not a factor, the object-oriented paradigm 

does not promote higher productivity. In other words, when starting from scratch, either 

language works equally well. 

3) Does the object-oriented paradigm promote higher productivity than 

the procedural paradigm when programmers reuse? 

Given the answers to the first two questions, the answer to this question should 

logically be yes. The results in Table 3 confirm this for the three main productivity 

variables. The means listed are for subjects who did reuse, including both levels of 

managerial influence. The third column displays the means for subjects using the 

procedural paradigm and the fourth column shows the means for subjects using the object

oriented paradigm. Once again, our hypothesis favors the object-oriented paradigm. 

Variables Runs, RTE and Time all proved significant with means favoring the 

object-oriented group, but the Edits and Syntax Errors variables did not differ in the 

hypothesized direction. Given the importance of the main productivity variables, we can 
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conclude that the object-oriented paradigm does promote higher productivity than the 

procedural paradigm when reuse in employed. 

Table 3. All Reuse ( Procedural vs. Object-Oriented ) 

Runs 
RTE 
Tune 

Edits 
Syn. 

Significant? 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

No 
No 

p-value 

0.0001 
0.0005 
0.0153 

0.8380 
0.9767 

Means 
Procedural O - 0 
All Reuse All Reuse 

50.07 32.21 
55.71 34.36 

301.86 208.86 

189.00 208.64 
137.14 164.71 

Note that most of the support given to the first question comes from differences 

between the groups which were encouraged to reuse. However, the development effort 

when reuse is not an issue is not significantly different, while the reuse potential of the 

object-oriented paradigm is substantial. 

4) Does the object-oriented paradigm promote higher productivity than 
the procedural paradigm when programmers are moderately 
encouraged to reuse? 

This question and the next one further refine the analysis of the previous question 

by examining the language paradigm comparison within the context of distinct managerial 

influence levels. The means listed in Table 4 are for subjects from the moderate 

encouragement groups only, representing moderate encouragement by management to 

reuse. The third column represents the subjects using the procedural paradigm and the 

fourth column represents the subjects using the object-oriented paradigm. Our hypothesis 

is that the values for the object-oriented group will be less than the procedural group. 

The Runs and RTE productivity measures were significantly lower for the object

oriented group. The means favored the object-oriented group for the Time and Edits 
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variables as well, but not to a significant degree. The Syntax Errors variable barely favored 

the procedural paradigm. 

Table 4. Moderate Encouragement ( Procedural vs. Object-Oriented ) 

Means 

Runs 
RTE 
Ttme 

Edits 
Syn. 

Significant? 

Yes 
Yes 
No 

No 
No 

p-value 

0.0023 
0.0178 
0.1179 

0.4660 
0.5688 

Procedural O - 0 
Moderate Moderate 

45.13 27.75 
49.50 32.00 

264.25 196.13 

192.13 189.50 
143.25 146.75 

Since two of the three primary measures significantly favored the object-oriented 

paradigm, and four of the five variables overall showed a tendency in the same direction, 

we conclude that when subjects are given moderate encouragement to reuse, the object

oriented paradigm does promote higher productivity than the procedural paradigm. 

5) Does the object-oriented paradigm promote higher productivity than 
the procedural paradigm when programmers are strongly encouraged 
to reuse? 

The means listed in Table 5 are for subjects from the strong encouragement groups 

only. The third column represents the subjects using the procedural paradigm and the 

fourth column represents the subjects using the object-oriented paradigm. Our hypothesis 

is that the values for the object-oriented group will be less than the procedural group. 

All three primary productivity measures were significantly lower for the object

oriented group. The means favored the object-oriented group for the Edits variable, 

although not significantly, but not the Syntax Errors variable. We conclude that when 

subjects are given strong encouragement to reuse, the object-oriented paradigm does 

promote higher productivity than the procedural paradigm. 
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Table 5. Strong Encouragement ( Procedural vs. Object-Oriented ) 

Means 

Runs 
RTE 
Tune 

Edits 
Syn. 

Significant? 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

No 
No 

p-value 

0.0043 
0.0035 
0.0305 

0.0854 
0.9929 

Procedural O - 0 
Strong Strong 

56.67 38.17 
64.00 37.50 

352.00 225.83 

392.00 234.17 
129.00 188.67 

6) Does the object-oriented paradigm provide incentives to reuse above 
those of the procedural paradigm? 

As shown in the next chapter, reuse improved productivity over non-reuse for both 

the procedural and object-oriented paradigms. This question asks whether the extent of 

improvement is comparable for the two language paradigms. Our hypothesis is that the 

improvement due to reuse will be greater for the subjects using the object-oriented 

paradigm than those using the procedural paradigm, indicating that the object-oriented 

paradigm is particularly suited to reuse. 

The third column in Table 6 shows for each variable the difference between the 

mean of the procedural non-reuse group and the mean of the procedural reuse group. This 

is a measure of the amount of improvement in productivity due to reuse -- the larger the 

difference, the greater the increase in productivity. The fourth column show comparable 

mean differences for the object-oriented groups. Therefore, our hypothesis predicts that 

values in the fourth column should be greater than those in the third column. 

On the Runs and RTE variables, the increase in productivity due to reuse was 

significantly greater for the object-oriented paradigm than for the procedural paradigm. The 

same pattern occurred on the Time variable, although the difference in means was not large 
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enough to be statistically significant. Once again, contrary to the main productivity 

variables, the Edits and Syntax Errors variables seem to oppose the hypothesis. 

Table 6. Interaction (Extent of Improvement) 

Runs 
RTE 
Tune 

Edits 
Syn. 

Significant? 

Yes 
Yes 
No 

No 
No 

p-value 

0.0009 
0.0062 
0.3176 

0.8753 
0.9716 

Mean Differences 

Procedural O - 0 
NR-R NR-R 

25.31 50.96 
25.54 52.81 

144.52 176.14 

227.00 183.36 
173.86 125.62 

Given that two of the three main measures of productivity (Runs and RTE) show 

significant differences in the hypothesized direction, and that the third main variable (Time) 

favored the same direction, we conclude that there is a significant difference between the 

extent of improvement due to reuse across the two language paradigms. In other words, 

the results show that the object-oriented paradigm demonstrates a particular affinity to the 

reuse process. 

4.3 Summary 

This chapter describes the analysis and conclusions for the language paradigm 

factors. The primary productivity variables were used to answer specific questions based 

on the productivity of distinct groups or group combinations. 

The conclusions formed in this chapter are summarized below: 

(1) The object-oriented paradigm substantially improves productivity over the 

procedural paradigm (question 1), 
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(2) Language differences are far more important when programmers reuse than 

when they do not (questions 2 and 3), 

(3) Under both moderate and strong encouragement to reuse, the object-oriented 

paradigm promotes higher productivity than the procedural paradigm 

(questions 4 and 5), and 

(4) The object-oriented paradigm has a particular affinity to the reuse process 

(question 6). 

We did not demonstrate that the object-oriented paradigm promotes productivity 

when reuse is not a factor. However, the development efforts using either language 

paradigm were not significantly different. Furthermore, given the reuse potential 

demonstrated by the object-oriented paradigm, greater benefits can be achieved by using the 

object-oriented paradigm than by using a procedural approach. 
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Chapter 5: Managerial Influence Analyses 
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5.1 Introduction 

This chapter discusses the analyses which address the managerial influence issues 

under investigation. These issues were listed as the second set of experimental questions in 

Chapter 2. 

For questions 7 through 10, tables are given which summarize the analysis 

performed, as in Chapter 4. Questions 11 and 12 deal with issues that do not lend 

themselves to straightforward statistical analysis given the available data. These questions 

are analyzed in a less rigorous, although appropriate, manner. 

The questions in this chapter examine the effects of managerial influence on the 

reuse process. As discussed in Chapter 3, three distinct levels of encouragement to reuse 

are examined, representing the spectrum of possible managerial support. The three levels 

are: 

1) No reuse allowed 

2) Moderate encouragement to reuse at developer's discretion 

3) Strong encouragement to reuse anything which remotely applies 

Our hypotheses always support the reuse process. That is, assuming fundamental 

reuse facilities, any level of encouragement to reuse will result in higher productivity than 

no reuse at all. Furthermore, our hypotheses support moderate encouragement above 

strong encouragement, given the theory that overzealous reuse can lead to unproductive 

activities in modifying components that are not applicable to the target system. 

5.2 Empirical Results 

Again, the experimental questions posed in Chapter 2 are used as a framework for 

discussion of the statistical analysis. In this chapter, we focus on the set of questions 

addressing the managerial influence issues. Each question is addressed separately, giving 

the results of the appropriate analysis. 
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7) Does reuse promote higher productivity than no reuse? 

Given the results in Table 7, the answer to this question is clearly yes. The means 

in the third column of Table 7 are calculated for all subjects who did not reuse, regardless 

of the language used. Likewise, the fourth column shows means for all subjects who did 

reuse, combining the moderate and strong levels of managerial influence. 

Our hypothesis is that the means will be lower for the reuse groups, indicating a 

higher productivity for the subjects who were encouraged to reuse. This hypothesis is 

strongly supported by all variables. 

Table 7. Combined Languages ( No Reuse vs. All Reuse ) 

Means 

Runs 
R'IE 
Time 

Edits 
Syn. 

Significant? 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Yes 
Yes 

p-value 

0.0001 
0.0001 
0.0001 

0.0001 
0.0001 

No Reuse All Reuse 

78.71 41.14 
83.79 45.04 

420.07 255.36 

405.71 198.82 
302.14 150.92 

Table 8. Procedural ( No Reuse vs. All Reuse ) 

Runs 
R'IE 
Time 

Edits 
Syn. 

Significant? 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Yes 
Yes 

p-value 

0.0001 
0.0008 
0.0047 

0.0001 
0.0001 
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Means 

Procedural Procedural 
No Reuse All Reuse 

75.38 50.07 
81.25 55.71 

446.38 301.86 

416.00 189.00 
311.00 137.14 



Table 9. Object-Oriented ( No Reuse vs. All Reuse ) 

Means 

Runs 
RIB 
Tune 

Edits 
Syn. 

Significant? 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Yes 
Yes 

p-value 

0.0001 
0.0001 
0.0017 

0.0001 
0.0001 

0-0 
No Reuse 

83.17 
87.17 

385.00 

392.00 
290.33 

0-0 
All Reuse 

32.21 
34.36 

208.86 

208.64 
164.71 

This result is further supported by the charts in Tables 8 and 9, which view the data 

across the reuse factors, but consider each language separately. Table 8 shows the means 

for the procedural groups with respect to reuse, and Table 9 shows the means for the 

object-oriented groups with respect to reuse. In both analyses, all variables showed a 

significant difference in the hypothesized direction. 

8) Does management's moderate encouragement to reuse promote higher 
productivity than no reuse? 

Questions 8 through 10 compare the distinct levels of managerial influence without 

regard to the language used. The means listed in the third column of Table 10 represent the 

combined groups in the moderate encouragement level of managerial influence. These 

means are compared to the combined "no reuse" groups, given in column four. Our 

hypothesis is that the means of the third column will be lower than the means of the fourth 

column, representing a higher productivity rate for those subjects who were moderately 

encouraged to reuse. 

All five productivity variables supported the hypothesis to a statistically significant 

degree. We conclude, therefore, that moderate encouragement to reuse promotes higher 

productivity than no reuse. 
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Table 10. Combined Languages ( Moderate Encouragement vs. No Reuse ) 

Means 

Runs 
RIB 
Tune 

Edits 
Syn. 

Significant? 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Yes 
Yes 

p-value 

0.0001 
0.0001 
0.0001 

0.0001 
0.0001 

Moderate No Reuse 

36.44 78.71 
40.75 83.79 

230.19 420.07 

190.81 405.71 
145.00 302.14 

9) Does management's strong encouragement to reuse promote higher 
productivity than no reuse? 

This question compares the groups with strong managerial encouragement to reuse, 

represented by the third column of Table 11, to the groups that did not reuse, whose 

prcxiuctivity means are listed in the fourth column. Again favoring reuse over no reuse, 

our hypothesis is that the strong encouragement means in the third column will be less than 

the "no reuse" means in the fourth column. 

Table 11. Combined Languages ( Strong Encouragement vs. No Reuse ) 

Runs 
RIB 
Tune 

Edits 
Syn. 

Significant? 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Yes 
Yes 

p-value 

0.0001 
0.0001 
0.0037 

0.0001 
0.0001 

Means 

Strong No Reuse 

47.41 78.71 
50.75 83.79 

288.92 420.07 

209.50 405.71 
158.83 302.14 

Once again, all productivity variables support the hypothesis, with all means 

showing a higher prcxiuctivity for the groups under strong managerial influence to reuse 

than the groups that did not reuse. 
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10) Does management's moderate encouragement to reuse promote higher 
productivity than management's strong encouragement to reuse? 

Table 12 compares the means of the moderate encouragement groups to those of the 

strong encouragement groups. Because of the possibility of lost time and effort resulting 

from subject's attempts to reuse components which are not appropriate to the target system, 

our hypothesis is that the groups with moderate encouragement will have higher 

productivity than the groups with strong encouragement That is, our hypothesis is that the 

means in the third column are less than the means of the fourth column. 

Table 12. Combined Languages ( Moderate vs. Strong Encouragement ) 

Means 

Runs 
RIB 
Tune 

Edits 
Syn. 

Significant? 

Yes 
No 
No 

No 
No 

p-value 

0.0086 
0.0556 
0.0910 

0.2144 
0.1863 

Moderate Strong 

36.44 47.41 
40.75 50.75 

230.19 288.92 

190.81 209.50 
145.00 158.83 

The means for the Runs primary variable supported the hypothesis to a significant 

degree. The p-values for the RTE and Time primary variables were not quite significant, 

although the means differed greatly in the hypothesized direction. The secondary variables, 

while differing in the hypothesized direction, were not significant. 

Since the differences in means was significant for only one primary variable, we 

cannot conclude that moderate managerial encouragement promotes higher productivity 

than strong encouragement. However, the other two primary variables barely missed the 

significance level, and all five productivity indicators differed in the hypothesized direction. 

Therefore, the effect of managerial influence certainly warrants further investigation. 
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11) Does management's strong encouragement to reuse promote improper 
reuse activities? 

The analysis of question 10, while unable to categorically conclude that moderate 

encouragement promotes higher productivity than strong encouragement, indicates a 

tendency for less productive results in the strong encouragement category. Question 11 is 

posed to determine if the cause for lower productivity is inappropriate reuse, as 

hypothesized. 

An analysis of the most commonly reused modules by the moderate and strong 

groups gives an indication that this hypothesis has merit. The moderate group contained 

eight subjects and the strong group contained six subjects. 

Seven modules were consistently reused by the subjects in the moderate group, and 

that collection is called the "base set" hereafter. Six subjects used all seven modules, one 

used five of the seven, and one used only one. The maximum total modules reused by any 

subject in the moderate group was nine, while the minimum was one. Six distinct modules 

other than those in the base set of seven were reused, but with little consistency between 

subjects. 

Compare this to the reuse practices in the strong encouragement group. Four 

subjects used the complete base set, one used six of the seven modules, and one used five 

of seven. However, the subjects in the strong group reused fifteen distinct modules other 

than those in the base set. The maximum number of modules reused by subjects in this 

group was founeen, while the minimum was six. Once again, little consistency was 

shown in reusing the modules outside of the base set. 

The average percentage of code reused from the base set of modules was 85% by 

the moderate group, and 81 % by the strong group. The average percentage of code reused 

from all extra modules in the moderate group was 72%, compared to 55% for the strong 

group. 
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From question 10, the subjects in the strong group tended to have worse 

productivity than the moderate group, although not significantly so. Furthermore, there 

were cenain consistencies in the reuse habits of all subjects, and the strong group reused 

modules that yield less actual code for the target system. Therefore, there is an indication 

that a cause-effect relationship exists, specifically that the strong encouragement to reuse 

caused subjects to reuse modules which were more productively written from scratch. 

12) Past what point, in terms of the percentage of a component reused 
for a target system, is it no longer beneficial to reuse? 

Given the nature of the data, it is impossible to answer this question with a single 

percentage value. However, examination of the modules reused other than those in the 

base set (established in the previous question) yields an indication of the level passed which 

it is no longer beneficial to reuse. 

The percentage in question can be approximated by examining the set of modules 

used by the strong encouragement group minus the modules in the base set. From question 

11, it is this set of modules which caused the lower productivity in the strong group. 

Excluding the modules in the base set, the maximum percentage reused by subjects in the 

strong group was 70%, and the minimum reused was 30%. Therefore, the point passed 

which it is not worth reusing a module is between these limits. 

However, this range can be refined. Many subjects reused the base set modules at 

levels ranging from 50 to 100 percent reuse. Given the higher productivity of the moderate 

encouragement group, which concentrated on the base set, these reuse practices seem 

beneficial. The minimum percentage reused of any module in the base set by either reusing 

group was 50%, indicating that some modules are worth reusing if even only half can be 

used for the target system. 

Therefore, the delimiters for the beneficial cut-off point are between 50 and 30 

percent. That is, it is certainly not productive to reuse a module if only 30% can be 

salvaged. However, some modules should be reused if as little as 50% can be used. 
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5.3 Summary 

This chapter describes the analysis and conclusions for the managerial influence 

factors. For questions 7 through 10, the primary productivity variables were used to 

answer specific questions based on the productivity of distinct groups or group 

combinations. For questions 11 and 12, the subject's reuse activities were examined to 

determine the cause of lower productivity and to fundamentally quantify it. 

The conclusions formed in this chapter are summarized below: 

(1) Software reuse promotes higher productivity no matter which language 

paradigm is used (question 7), 

(2) Reuse resulting from both moderate and strong encouragement promote 

higher productivity than no reuse (questions 8 and 9), 

(3) Management's strong encouragement to reuse does tend to promote improper 

reuse activities (question 11), and 

( 4) In general, reuse of a module is unproductive if 30% or less is used for the 

target system, though as much as 50% can be discarded for some modules 

and still be worth reusing (question 12). 

Although we did not demonstrate that management's moderate encouragement to 

reuse promotes higher productivity than strong encouragement, the results tend to indicate 

that this phenomenon might exist to some degree. Further research in this area is strongly 

motivated by this analysis. 
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Chapter 6: Programmer Attribute Analyses 
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6.1 Introduction 

This chapter discusses the analyses which address the secondary human factors 

issues of interest, namely programmer cognitive abilities, disposition and experience. 

These issues were listed as the third set of experimental questions in Chapter 2. 

All of the questions in this chapter are addressed by determining if correlations exist 

between the factors of interest and the productivity variables. The results of question 11 in 

Chapter 5 demonstrate that high productivity is related to proper reuse practices. 

Therefore, if a factor of interest correlates with productivity measures, there is an indication 

that that factor is related to the ability to reuse effectively. No statistical tests are performed 

on these values due to the nature of the data. 

Since the questions deal with the ability to reuse effectively, only the subjects in the 

four reusing groups were considered. Since distinct factors differentiated the groups in the 

empirical design, a weighted correlation was calculated (i.e., individual correlation values 

were determined for each of the four reusing groups, then a combined average was 

calculated using the number of observations as weights). 

Correlation values can range from + 1 to -1. A positive correlation indicates that as 

the value of one variable increases, so does the value of the corresponding variable. A 

negative correlation indicates that the reverse situation is true; that is, as one increases, the 

other decreases. A correlation value near zero means no relationship between the two 

variables exists. For this analysis, a significant relationship is indicated if at least two of 

the primary variables correlate to a factor at> 0.36 (or< -0.36 for negative correlations), 

allowing a 5% error possibility. 

The first factors of interest in this chapter are the cognitive abilities of individual 

programmers. Questions 13, 14, and 15 address these issues. As described in Chapter 3, 

six tests were used to determine the ratings of subjects based on three cognitive abilities 

(two tests per ability). The cognitive abilities measured in this study were chosen because 

of their intuitive relationship to the reuse process. The abilities measured were: 

• Integration: the ability of a person to combine objects into a unified whole, 

• Perception: the speed at which a person detects small differences in objects, and 

• Visualization: the ability of a person to visualize changes in objects. 
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The next area of interest in this chapter is programmer disposition. Question 16 

addresses this issue. Questionnaires were used to assess the subject's attitude on several 

reuse issues. This data generally quantifies the disposition of an individual programmer 

concerning the reuse process. ff these values correlate to the productivity measures, then a 

subjective influence on the reuse process is indicated. 

The last human factor question deals with programmer experience and is addressed 

in question 17. If an individual simply has more practice at activities which could be 

related to the reuse process, then a cause-effect relationship might exist. The number of 

months experience each subject had at several programmer-related activities was recorded 

and used in the correlation analysis. 

6.2 Empirical Results 

Once again, the experimental questions posed in Chapter 2 are used as a framework 

for discussion of the analysis. In this chapter, we focus on the set of questions addressing 

the secondary human factor issues. Each question is addressed separately, giving the 

results of the appropriate analysis. 

The first three questions in this chapter are addressed by the analysis in Table 13, 

which shows the relationship between the productivity variables and the scores of the 

cognitive tests. The column headers are the test designators as taken from the battery of 

cognitive tests in [EKSR76]. The tests themselves are reprinted in Appendix C. 

Runs 
RTE 
Tlllle 

&lits 
Syn. 

Table 13. Cognitive Test Correlations 

IP-1 IP-2 P-2 P-3 VZ-1 

0.12 -0.05 0.21 0.23 -0.22 
0.12 -0.26 0.22 - 0.15 -0.51 
0.26 -0.16 0.09 - 0.13 -0.61 

0.30 0.19 0.27 0.46 0.01 
0.21 0.22 0.22 0.49 0.05 
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-0.32 
-0.38 
-0.22 

- 0.12 
-0.24 



13) Does a programmer's inherent ability to combine objects into an 
integrated whole relate to his ability to reuse effectively? 

The first and second columns of Table 13 represent the two tests measuring the 

integrative processes of the subjects (tests IP-1 and IP-2). Since the scores are correlated 

against the productivity measures, our hypothesis is that the correlation values will be 

negative. 

All correlation values for the integrative processes tests are within -0.26 to 0.30. 

Not only are the directions of the correlations inconsistent, but the values are generally 

close to zero. No relationship between the cognitive ability to integrate objects into a 

unified whole and the ability to reuse effectively is demonstrated by this data. 

14) Does a programmer's inherent ability to quickly detect small 

differences in objects relate to his ability to reuse effectively? 

This question deals with the subject's perception speed. The third and fourth 

columns of Table 13 show the correlation values for the two tests measuring this ability 

(tests P-2 and P-3). Our hypothesis is that if any relationship exists, the correlations will 

be negative, indicating that as perception speed increases, the ability to reuse effectively 

increases. 

Again, as with the previous question, the correlation values are inconsistent and 

very close to zero. No relationship between the cognitive ability to quickly detect 

differences in objects and the ability to reuse effectively is demonstrated by this data 

15) Does a programmer's inherent ability to visualize changes in objects 
relate to his ability to reuse effectively? 

The fifth and sixth columns of Table 13 list the correlation values for the tests 

measuring visualization, or the ability to mentally manipulate objects (tests VZ-1 and VZ-

2). Our hypothesis, once again, is that the correlations will be negative. 
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This relationship is given some support by the data. The fifth column shows two 

of the main productivity variables, RTE and Time, with fairly large negative correlation 

values. While the sixth column's values are not as demonstrative, all primary variables for 

the two tests are consistently negative. Given the nature of the data represented, these 

results indicate that some relationship exists between the ability to visualize changes in 

objects and the ability to reuse effectively. 

16) Does a programmer's disposition toward reuse relate to his ability to 
reuse effectively? 

As discussed earlier, programmer disposition toward several reuse issues were 

collected on a four point scale (1 =disagree through 4=agree ). This data is given in 

Appendix E. Correlations similar to the previous analysis were attempted using this data. 

However, for every variable, at least one group showed all subjects with the same level of 

agreement on the four point scale. Since correlations were calculated per group, and since 

a constant value cannot correlate to anything, these computations were severely hampered. 

Five disposition variables were collected. Four of these variables (reuse of own 

code, reuse of other's code, trust of other's code, and reuse can save time) were 

hypothesized to form a negative correlation with the productivity measures. Out of all 

correlations attempted using these four measures and the main productivity variables ( 48 

total -- 4 disposition variables by 3 productivity variables by 4 reusing groups), 20 were 

positive, 16 were negative, and 12 could not be calculated due to constant response. The 

fifth variable (never reuse), was hypothesized to form a positive correlation with 

productivity measures. For this group of correlations (12 total -- 1 disposition variable by 

3 productivity variables by 4 reusing groups), 5 were positive, 4 were negative, and 3 

could not be calculated due to constant response. 

A meaningful weighted correlation could not be calculated for any of the disposition 

variables since at least one group per disposition variable gave constant responses. 

Furthermore, examining the ratio of positive and negative correlations shows that there was 

no trend favoring one or the other. Therefore, this data cannot support a relationship 

between programmer disposition and the ability to reuse effectively. 
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1 7) Does a programmer's background experience relate to his ability to 
reuse effectively? 

Several variables representing background experience in activities which could 

relate to the reuse process were measured per subject. These variables were collected 

separately for academic and professional experience. Several variables, including all 

variables measured at the professional level, did not show differences between subjects due 

to lack of experience. Therefore, no correlations were possible for these measures. Table 

14 lists the correlation values for the variables which had sufficient merit to analyze. 

The workable data recorded the number of months of experience each subject had 

(1) writing in Pascal, (2) writing in C, (3) creating external documentation for software 

systems, (4) performing testing activities, and (5) using the Unix operating system. Our 

hypothesis is that, if a relationship exists between experience and the ability to reuse 

effectively, the correlation values will be negative. This implies that the more experience a 

programmer has, the more effective he will be at the activities involved in the reuse 

process. 

Table 14. Background Experience Correlations 

Runs 
RTE 
Time 

Edits 
Syn. 

Pascal 

-0.03 
-0.43 
-0.40 

0.44 
0.47 

C 

- 0.15 
-0.23 
-0.17 

-0.02 
-0.20 

Doc. Testing Unix 

0.03 - 0.31 -0.26 
0.29 -0.54 - 0.11 
0.37 -0.59 -0.01 

- 0.06 0.10 -0.24 
0.02 0.16 - 0.14 

The first and second column show the relationship between writing in a given 

language and effective reuse. While the primary variables in both columns are consistently 

negative, the values are not high enough to indicate a relationship. The same conclusion is 

drawn for the Unix experience variable, as shown in the last column. The documentation 

variable, shown in the third column, did not even demonstrate a correlation in the 

hypothesized direction and, like the others, had values too close to zero to indicate a 

relationship. 
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Only the amount of experience testing, shown in the fourth column, showed any 

relationship to effective reuse. All three primary productivity measures formed a negative 

correlation with the testing variable, and two of them (RTE and Time) had values less than 

-0.5. These results indicate that a relationship exists between the amount of experience a 

subject has in testing software products and the ability to reuse effectively. 

6.3 Summary 

This chapter describes the correlation analysis and conclusions for the secondary 

human factors. Since these issues were not specifically designed into the experimental 

framework, rigorous statistical tests were not feasible. 

Only two factors seemed to demonstrate a relationship to effective reuse. They are 

the cognitive ability to visualize changes to objects and the amount of experience 

petforming testing activities. Many factors which were measured did not contain sufficient 

variability in the data to warrant computation of correlations. 

The lack of significant findings in this chapter is probably due to several influences. 

First, because these factors were not a major focus in the experimental design, the ability to 

detect the relationships is greatly reduced. Furthermore, the overall reuse process is a 

complex endeavor, which is why many factors are under investigation. Given many levels 

and directions of influence, it is unlikely that any single human factor will correlate very 

highly with reuse success. 

Further study is certainly required to assess the full impact of these factors, 

specifically the two which showed substantial promise. The next chapter discusses future 

work in this area, and summarizes the conclusions drawn in this experiment 
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Chapter 7: Conclusions 
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7 .1 Introduction 

This chapter serves to summarize the conclusions drawn in this research. While not 

all hypotheses under investigation were supported in this study, several of the primary 

points were demonstrated. The main factors of interest, the object-oriented paradigm and 

managerial influence, both showed a particular influence in the reuse process. 

The individual conclusions were based on the statistical analysis of carefully 

collected data. Some discussion is given to less rigorous results, but care is taken to 

differentiate strong conclusions from suggestive ones. 

7.2 Summary of Conclusions 

A summary of all conclusions reached in this experiment is given below: 

(1) The object-oriented paradigm substantially improves productivity over the 

procedural paradigm (question 1 ), 

(2) Language differences are far more important when programmers reuse than 

when they do not (questions 2 and 3), 

(3) Under both moderate and strong encouragement to reuse, the object-oriented 

paradigm promotes higher productivity than the procedural paradigm 

(questions 4 and 5), 

(4) The object-oriented paradigm has a particular affinity to the reuse process 

(question 6). 

(5) Software reuse is promotes higher productivity no matter which language 

paradigm is used (question 7), 

( 6) Both moderate and strong encouragement to reuse promote higher 

productivity than no reuse ( questions 8 and 9), 
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(7) Management's strong encouragement to reuse does tend to promote improper 

reuse activities (question 11), and 

(8) In general, reuse of a module is unproductive if 30% or less is used for the 

target system, though as much as 50% can be discarded for some modules 

and still be worth reusing (question 12). 

Some results, due to lack of rigorous testing, cannot be stated as strong 

conclusions. For example, some evidence indicates that the cognitive ability to visualize 

changes to objects and the amount of experience perfomting testing activities are related to 

the ability to effectively reuse. 

7.3 Future Work 

An important facet of the experimental method is that the results are repeatable. 

Experiments similar to the one described in this dissertation should be conducted to verify 

the results and clarify any inconclusive situations. In particular, the secondary variables of 

Edits and Syntax Errors did not always support the analysis of the main variables, even 

when intuition says that they should have. This tendency deserves further investigation. 

Other experiments should be conducted which independently investigate the main 

elements of this research: software reuse, the object-oriented paradigm and human factors. 

The factors which affect software reuse are many and varied. Similar experiments can be 

designed to determine the impact of code characteristics, other language effects, and 

specific human factors. 

This type of experiment should also be conducted in a true commercial setting. 

While we feel that the similarities between student subjects and professionals make this 

experiment and others like it worthwhile, completely realistic environmental conditions can 

only improve the quality of the results. However, given the amount of control necessary to 

conduct such an experiment, careful attention must be given to the precise experimental 

design used. 

The object-oriented paradigm contains a wealth of possible benefits beyond those of 

software reuse that have yet to be shown empirically. Claims that associate the object-
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oriented approach with improved design, less and easier maintenance, and higher reliability 

when compared to its procedural counterpart demand further investigation. 

Experience reports alone are not enough to substantiate the strong assumptions that 

are associated with many software engineering claims. Experimental research into these 

areas is necessary to provide a solid base to support the theories that shape state-of-the-art 

software production. 
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The following pages contain the specifications for the tasks performed in the experiment. 

The specifications are divided into the following three sections: 

• Introductory material 

• Part A: Employee Management 

• Part B: Business Management 
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(TOAST) 

Introductory Material 

Techtronics Corporation 

Willmington, Maine 
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I. Introduction 

This document serves as a introduction to the Techtronics Corporation and the 

Techtronics Office Automation System, or TOAST. The following sections provide a brief 

description of the company assuming no knowledge of the purpose of Techtronics or of 

our practices. However, the description is purposely lacking detail in areas that are 

considered irrelevant to the construction of the TOAST system due to the proprietary nature 

of the work performed at Techtronics. 

The specifications for the TOAST system are divided into two major sections: (A) 

Employee Management and (B) Widget Management These specifications are included as 

separate documents. Included in this document are the specifications of the TOAST system 

that pertain to both of the major sections of the system. It is very important that the 

information presented here is well understood before examining any other specifications. 

The next section provides a short description of the Techtronics Corporation. 

Section III discusses the user interface to be maintained throughout TOAST. Finally, 

Section IV explains security matters in terms of employee access to various functions of 

TOAST. 

II. Background 

The Techtronics Corporation was founded by Harold J. Turnbuckle in 1849 as a 

small manufacturer of the tassels used on graduation caps. From this humble beginning 

Techtronics has grown to become the largest manufacturer of widgets on the eastern 

seaboard. Widget use, of course, ranges from the creation of bookends to the accurate 

construction of the funny things that float on swimming pools to divide the deep end from 

the shallow end to the internal complexities of nuclear reactors for naval submarines. As a 

matter of fact, widgets have been known to be used in almost all manufacturing and high 

technology endeavors, except of course the construction and use of personal computers. 

Techtronics employs over 14,000 people and manufactures over 30,000 widgets of 

varying sizes every day. Both our management offices and manufacturing shop floor are 

efficiently located in a small converted brownstone in Willmington, Maine. Computer 
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terminals have been recently placed in all offices and across the shop floor and are the basis 

of the TOAST package being proposed. 

TOAST has been envisioned as an verbose software package which can be accessed 

by any employee at any terminal, who could perform any function the system provides 

assuming he has the proper clearance. The functions range from payroll management to 

supply acquisition to widget testing to warehouse storage. Employees are even allowed to 

take a break and play simple games to relieve stress. We at Techtronics believe a happy 

employee is a productive employee. 

The following section describes the user interface to be used throughout the TOAST 

system. 

III. User Interface 

TOAST is designed to be a menu-driven, windowed package at all levels. The 

hierarchy of menus and positioning of windows is left to the designers discretion but 

should conform to a few simple guidelines. First, menu information should be kept fairly 

simple and the number of choices should not exceed 9 per menu. If more choices are 

needed, this should be reflected in the menu hierarchy. Also, windows not in use should 

be either be (a) removed if not important to the current application or (b) positioned so that 

the information can be seen in addition to the current window being used. Windows may 

overlap if necessary. 

Each menu should be contained within its own window. Choices should be made 

by a selection of the digits 1 through n where n is the number of choices that can be made 

on that menu. Depending on the choice selected, a new window should appear with either 

another menu or the application of choice. Only one window should be active at one time. 

Non-menu interfaces should be appropriate for the task at hand. Prompts should be 

clear and precise. The user should always be directed toward what is required of him at 

any given time. 
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IV. Access Control 

All users should be allowed to attempt to perform any function on the TOAST 

system. However, each function has associated with it an access level designation. If the 

employee attempting to use the function does not have the appropriate access level, then 

that user is not allowed to perform that operation. 

See Section V (Common Data) for a description of the employee code which 

contains the access level designation for a given employee and the operation information to 

be maintained for each function in the TOAST system. 

The access level determines what operations can be performed by which 

employees. The levels are hierarchical, with level D02 having the highest (most secure) 

access and AOl having the lowest. If an operation requires a B02 access, then only 

employees with a B02-D02 access level are allowed to use that function (i.e. employees 

with AOl through BOl are denied access). 

Each operation keeps a log of access attempts for monitoring purposes. 

V. Common Data 

This section describes data important to both major sections of the TOAST 

specifications. All data must be maintained in exactly the manner described here. 

Employee Code 

Each Techtronics employee has an employee code which contains various 

information. The employee code is a thirteen character string with the following 

breakdown: 

Characters 
1-3 

4-5 

6-8 

Information Stored 
Employee level 

Division designation 

Team designation 
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9-13 Employee code number 

The division designation is a two character string indicating in which division the 

employee is located. The team designation is a three character string indicating the team 

within the division to which that employee currently belongs. The employee number is a 

unique five digit string specifying that individual employee. 

The first three characters of an employee code indicate the access level at which that 

employee operates. The employee level can be any of the following: 

AOl through A12 

BOl through B07 

COl through C04 

D01 through D02 

For example, an employee code C03MFfST03378 defines an employee with C03 

access level, in division MF, group TST with individual id code 03378. 

Qperation Information 

Each operation in the TOAST system has associated with it an operation name, the 

level which an employee must have to use that operation, and a log storing the date, time 

and employee id for each attempted access (successful or not). The operation name is a 30 

character string, the date/time is a twelve character string, and the employee id is a twelve 

character string (see Employee Code, above). 

The operation level is consistent with the employee level in the employee code and 

determines what employees can perform that operation (see Section IV). 
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I. Introduction 

This document describes the specifications for Part A of the Techtronics Office 

Automation System (TOAST). In particular, these specifications deal with the internal 

business management of the Techtronics Corporation. These factors include employee 

management, payroll, cost center accounting, meeting planners, and even entertainment. 

As one of the largest employers on the east coast, the Techtronics Corporation 

holds in high regard the efficient management of employee information. Currently all data 

is handled using white 3x5 cards and indelible blue felt markers. The employee code is the 

fundamental piece of information concerning any process. This code is described in the 

introductory specification package for TOAST. 

Payroll checks are issued every two weeks and involve careful processing. 

Accurate management of check calculation and tax information is essential. 

Meetings are an everyday occurrence in the Techtronics Corporation. TOAST 

should provide services that will schedule meetings between employees without 

unnecessary communication overhead. 

Each division within Techtronics is sectioned into cost centers. This partitioning 

governs the internal budgeting for our divisions. Each cost center is given a specific 

amount of money in their account at the beginning of each fiscal year. It is the 

responsibility of division management that this money is used effectively throughout the 

year and that costs are not overrun. All financial expenditures are charged to a cost center 

and some may require special privilege. One example of cost center use is the company 

store, which maintains most supplies necessary for office management. Each time an item 

is "purchased" from the store by charging its price to a particular cost center. 

We at Techtronics also put great stock in the happiness of our employees. In that 

light, TOAST should include specific "games" which will provide essential diversions for 

the proper relief of stress. We are confident that our dedicated employees will use this 

opportunity in the manner in which it is intended. Besides, our operation tracking system 

will allow us to keep tabs on who uses it and we'll fire anyone who abuses our trust 

without a second thought. 
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The following section describes in succinct detail the information which must be 

maintained for the various aspects of the Techtronics Corporation handled in this 

specification. This data has been used to maintain our processes off line for many years 

and are considered tried and true. Section m describes the precise functionality that 

TOAST should perform. 

II. Related Data 

Employee Data 

Employee Code (see introductory specification) 

Payroll information (see below) 

Number of sick and vacation days allowed per year. 

Number of sick and vacation days available. 

Payroll Data 

Yearly salary. 

State and federal tax rate percentages. 

Salary paid to date. 

State and federal taxes paid to date. 

Operation Data 

Operation code: a three character string broken down as follows: 

Characters 
1-2 

3 

Information Stored 
Operation Category (numeric) 

Operation indicator (alpha) 

The operation code is consistent with this specification. For example, the operation 

to modify the tax rates has the code 03C. 
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Operation level - needed by an employee to access that operation. 

Operation log - consisting of the following information for each access: 

Date/time of access. (see below) 

Employee code of person attempting access. 

Dateffime Data 

Date string: an eleven character string broken down as follows: 

Characters Infonnation Stored 
1-2 Last two digits of year (numeric) 

3 Dash(-) 

4-5 Month (numeric, zero filled) 

6 Dash 

7-8 Day (numeric, zero filled) 

9 Dash 

10-11 Hour (numeric, 24 hour clock, zero filled) 

For example, the date string 89-09-10-14 represents 2 PM on September 10, 1989. All 

dates are represented by strings in this form. the day and hour can be left off for a more 

general date. However, if the hour designator is present, then the day designator must be. 

Cost Center Data 

Cost center code - a three character string broken down as follows: 

Characters 
1-2 

3 

Available funds. 

Year to date costs. 

Information Stored 
Operation Category (numeric) 

Operation indicator (alpha) 

Charge history containing the following information per charge: 
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Amount charged. 

Date/time. 

Employee code of person charging. 

Charge type indicator - a single character from the following list: 

0, S, T, E, L, or X 

Inventozy Data 

Stock id - a four character string broken down as follows: 

Characters 
1-2 

Information Stored 

3-4 

Item type (one of TD, SY, II, SL, VN) 

Item number (numeric) 

Item name. (alphanumeric) 

Item price. (numeric) 

Current quantity. (numeric) 

ID. Functionality 

General functional categories are listed below. Specific operations are listed for 

each category. The ccxie in parenthesis () is the level required by an employee to perform 

the operation. 

(1) Employee Management 

Maintain an employee list with all appropriate information. All references are made 

by employee ccxie. 

a) Add a new employee. (COl) 

b) Remove an employee. (COl) 

b) Display basic information about a specific employee. (COl) 

c) Modify an employee code for a specific employee. (CO2) 
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d) Charge a sick or vacation day to an employee. (COl) 

(2) Operation Access 

Monitor the access of operations using the operation log. See the introductory 

specification material for more information on operation access. All operation references 

are made by operation code. 

a) List all employees who used a particular operation on a given day. (COl) 

(3) Payroll 

Perform all payroll related operations to employee data. 

a) Begin a new fiscal year. (001) 

b) Display financial information about a specific employee. (CO2) 

c) Update tax rates. (CO2) 

d) Compute a two-week paycheck and maintain tax information. (CO2) 

( 4) Calendar 

Maintain a personal calendar for a given employee. 

a) Block a given hour of a given day. (BOl) 

b) Free a given hour of a given day. (BOl) 

c) Schedule a meeting with a specific employee for a given day. (BOl) 

(5) Cost Center Management 

Maintain cost center information about the entire corporation. All references to cost 

centers are made by cost center code. 

a) Add a new cost center. (COl) 

b) Delete a cost center. (COl) 

c) Display basic information about all cost centers. (CO2) 
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d) Display charges by a specific employee within a cost center. (CO2) 

(6) Company Store 

Maintain an inventory system for the company store. All references are made to a 

stock item by stock id 

a) Create a new stock item. (BOS) 

b) "Purchase" a stock item. (BOS) 

c) Display all information about a stock item. (BOS) 

(7) Entertainment 

Create the following simple games for stress management purposes. Explanations 

of the games are as follows: 

In-LOW: Accept guesses for a random number between 1 and 1000. Return a message 

stating whether the guess was hi or low. Allow the player to quit at any time. Play ends 

when the guess is correct. 

RIDDLE: Ask the user for the solution to a random riddle. Give the user up to three 

guesses if necessary before telling him the correct answer. 

a) Play the Hi-Low game. (AOl) 

b) Play the Riddle game. (AOl) 
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I. Introduction 

This document describes the specifications for Part B of the Techtronics Office 

Automation System (TOAST). In particular, these specifications deal with the aspects of 

the Techtronics Corporation that make it a profitable business. These factors include 

widget construction, tracking, defect repairs, storage, quality control and customer 

management 

As described in the introductory specifications for TOAST, the Techtronics 

Coiporation is the largest manufacturer of widgets on the east coast. This productivity is 

largely due to our efficient shop floor control system which moves widgets from station to 

station through the various stages of construction. These stations, and of course the 

widgets which travel through them, need to be governed in a manner which allows 

flexibility, enhancement, and which gives firm control over the processes involved. 

Quality control processes at Techtronics involve various types of destructive testing 

and defect repair management. Our high standards have kept us the leader in widget 

development over many years. The testing processes are highly scientific and need 

accurate control to ensure safety and quality. 

Widget storage is also a major concern of the shop floor. At various points in the 

widget development life cycle, widgets in intermediate levels of construction are stored in 

our large warehouse prior to further processing. Also, completed widgets are stored 

temporarily before shipment across the country and the world in our underrated fleet of VW 

micro buses. 

Customers who receive our widgets come from all kinds of business orientations: 

government, scientific, financial, hygienic, ect. Quotes on the price considerations of our 

widgets are requested daily and therefore new customers are obtained constantly. This 

process of our business aspects also needs careful attention. 

The following section describes in succinct detail the information which must be 

maintained for the various aspects of the Techtronics Corporation handled in this 

specification. This data has been used to maintain our processes off line for many years 
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and are considered tried and true. Section III describes the precise functionality that 

TOAST should perform. 

II. Related Data 

Wid~tData 

Widget id - a twelve character string broken down as follows: 

Characters 
1-4 

5 

6-9 

10-12 

Infonnation Stored 
Widget type (BLAG,BLOO,HORT,NNEL,MILE,WRN) 

New or repair indicator (N or R) 

Current location 

Widget id number (numeric) 

The current location of a widget refers to the station it is currently at. The first character of 

the location is A-D, followed by a numeric string under 400, zero filled. The id number is 

unique and identifies that widget specifically. 

Creation date of the widget. 

Total number of corrosion tests performed to date. 

Total number of x-ray tests performed to date. 

Number of unsuccessful corrosion tests. 

Number of unsuccessful x-ray tests. 

Datemme Data 

Date string: an eleven character string broken down as follows: 

Characters 
1-2 
3 
4-5 
6 
7-8 
9 

Information Stored 
Last two digits of year (numeric) 
Dash(-) 
Month (numeric, zero filled) 
Dash 
Day (numeric, zero filled) 
Dash 
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10-11 Hour (numeric, 24 hour clock, zero filled) 

For example, the date string 89-09-10-14 represents 2 PM on September 10, 1989. All 

dates are represented by strings in this form. the day and hour can be left off for a more 

general date. However, if the hour designator is present, then the day designator must be. 

Station Data 

Bay the station is in. (A, B, or C) 

Station number. (numeric under400) 

Station managers name. (alpha) 

Station manager's employee code. (see introductory specifications) 

Operation description. (alpha) 

Components queued at station. 

Test Lot: Data 

Widget id tested. 

Date tested. 

Test number performed. 

Success or Failure result. (S or F) 

Acid used (hydrochloric or sulfuric - corrosion tests only) 

Customer Dara 

Customer code - a six character string broken down as follows: 

Characters 
1 

2-6 

Information Stored 

Customer type (D, R, G, or X) 

Customer id number (numeric) 

Full Address. ( street, state, zip code) 

Telephone number. 

Name of a contact person. (alpha) 
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ID. Functionality 

General functional categories are listed below. Specific operations are listed for 

each category. The code in parenthesis () is the level required by an employee to perform 

the operation. 

(1) Widget Tracking 

Control the processing of widgets across the shop floor. All references to widgets 

are made by the widget id 

a) Add a new widget to the system. (BO 1) 

b) Remove a widget from the system. (B04) 

c) Move a widget from one station to another. (BO 1) 

d) Increment the number of successfuVunsuccessful corrosion tests. (B02) 

e) Increment the number of successfuVunsuccessful x-ray tests. (B02) 

(2) Station Management 

Maintain current information about the configuration of the stations across the shop 

floor. 

a) Create a new station in a certain bay. (OH) 

b) Remove a station from a bay. (CO 1) 

c) Change the manager of a station. (CO2) 

d) Display basic information for all widgets at a given station. (BOl) 

(3) Corrosion Tests 

Perform corrosion testing on widgets and log results. The testing process involves 

measuring damage done to the outer shells of widgets by various acid types. Two vectors 

of corrosion data is collected per test, both with the same number of values. For six widget 

types, there are three different tests, as follows: 
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WidgetBLAG, BLOG: Vectors: 5 values each 

Test Fails: 1 value greater than 15 

2 corresponding values sum > 25 

Widget HORT, NNEL: Vectors: 14 values each 

Test Fails: 1 value greater than 17 

2 corresponding values sum > 30 

Widget MILE, WRN: Vectors: 22 values each 

Test Fails: 1 value greater than 20 

2 corresponding values sum > 35 

a) Perform corrosion test on a widget of any type. (B04) 

b) Display all tests performed on a given date. (BOl) 

c) Display all tests performed using a certain acid on a given date. (BOl) 

d) Display all tests performed using a certain test on a given date. (BOl) 

(4) X-ray Tests 

Perform x-ray testing on widgets and log results. The testing process involves 

measuring internal dimensions of widgets after construction. One vector of x-ray data is 

collected per test. For six widget types, there are two different tests, as follows: 

Widget BLAG, BLOG, MILE: 

Widget HORT, NNEL, ZORN: 

Vector: 9 values 

Test Fails: 1 value greater than 15 

2 adjacent values sum > 20 

Vector: 10 values 

Test Fails: 1 value greater than 20 

2 adjacent values sum > 35 

3 adjacent values sum > 45 

a) Perform x-ray test on a widget of any type. (B04) 

b) Display all tests performed on a given date. (BOl) 

c) Display all tests performed using a certain test on a given date. (BOl) 

(5) Warehouse Management 
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Control the warehouse storage management. Components are stored in bay C, 

station 399. A maximum of 1000 "units" can be stored in the warehouse, and the 

following describe how many "units" each widget type takes up: BLAG, BLOG: 10 units; 

HORT, NNEL: 15 units; MILE: 17 units; ZORN: 25 units. 

a) Store a new component (B02) 

b) Return the location of a stored widget (B02) 

c) Remove a component from storage. (B02) 

( 6) Customer Tracking 

Manage the customer identification scheme. All references to a customer are made 

by the customer code. 

a) Add a new customer. (BOl) 

b) Remove a customer. (B02) 

c) Display a customer's information. (B02) 

(7) Quote Management 

Mange the process of creating price quotes for interested customers. Quote 

requests are immediately processed and displayed. Use the following chart to compute 

costs: 

Wid~tType 
BLAG,BLOG 

MILE, HORT, NNEL 

ZORN 

Material Cost 
22.78 

88.09 

217.69 

Labor Hours 
70 

120 

400 

Repair Hours 
20 

25 

35 

Charge 20.18 per labor hour and 22.13 per repair hour. Total labor costs equal the labor 

hours plus the repair hours per unit. Overhead costs are always 5.50 per widget requested. 

a) Process a quote request. (A05) 
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Annendix B 

Data Collection 
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The following pages list the questions and forms used to collect various disposition, 

experience, reuse and productivity data during the experiment. 

Initial Confidence and Pimosition 

Disagree Agree 

I know the Pascal progra:auning language. 1 2 3 4 

I know the 'C' progra:auning language. 1 2 3 4 

I know the c++ progra:auning language. 1 2 3 4 

I know the object-oriented paradigm. 1 2 3 4 

I know software engineering concepts in general. 1 2 3 4 

I reuse my own software whenever appropriate. 1 2 3 4 

I will reuse other people's software if appropriate. 1 2 3 4 

I trust other people's code as well as my own. 1 2 3 4 

Reuse of code can save time. 1 2 3 4 

I never reuse software. 1 2 3 4 

Overall QCA: 

Major QCA: 
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Backwrund Experience 

Indicate the number of months experience you have had in the following 
areas: 

Programming in: 
Pascal 
C 
c++ 
Smalltalk 
Other 00 Language 

Requirements generation 
Specification generation 
Integration of new features 

into someone else's code 
Writing external documentation 
Testing your own source 
Testing someone else's source 
Using Unix 

Academic and 
personal 

Professional 

List all other object-oriented languages that you are familiar with 
(Smalltalk, Objective C, etc.). 

List all computer science classes taken at Virginia Tech past CS 3204 
(data structures). 

List your favorite or most knowledgeable areas of computer science (i.e. 
Operating Systems, Database, Compilers, Data Structures, etc.). 
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Reuse Questionnaire 

Fill out the following information for each module used from the 
reusable collection: 

Developing Subsystem: A) Employee Management B) Business Management 

Reusable Module Name: 

Name of routine, class, etc. being reused: 

Part of new system for which this module is being used: 

Answer the following questions as accurately as possible. 

Estimate the percentage of source used: 

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 

Categorize the types of changes performed (circle all that apply): 

a) Cosmetic (output format, documentation, etc.) 

Number of lines: added 

b) Data definition(s) modified 

Number of lines: 

c) Algorithm(s) modified 

Number of lines: 

added 

added 

d) No changes (used code as is) 

----

----

----

e) No changes {used concepts only) 

deleted 

deleted 

deleted 

Specifically describe the changes you performed: 

Time impact of using this module: 
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modified 

modified 
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Develgpment QuestiQnnaire 

System (circle one): a) Employee Management b) Business Management 

Module # Edits 

#R uns 

# Lines 
Added Deleted Modified 

Run Time Errors 

"Useless" 
Edits 

L 'IF t lfL Ab d og1ca orma n. oop en 
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EXP@mental DifficulLY 

Evaluate the difficulty of the following: 

Easy Difficult 

1) Introductory c++ task. 1 2 3 4 

2) Task A. 1 2 3 4 

3) Task B. 1 2 3 4 

4) Development questionnaires. 1 2 3 4 

5) Reuse questionnaires. 1 2 3 4 NA 
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AJJJJendix C 

Cognitive Ability Tests 
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The following pages contain the cognitive ability tests used to rank the subjects according 

to three cognitive skills. Two tests were used per skill, as follows: 

• Integrative Processes 

Test IP-1: Calendar test 

Test IP-2: Following directions 

• Perceptual Speed 

Test P-2: Number Comparison Test 

Test P-3: Identical Pictures Test 

• Visualization 

Test VZ-1: Form Board Test 

Test VZ-2: Paper Folding Test 
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l\a:ne ----------------------------------
CALENDAR TEST - IP-1 

This is a test of your accuracy in following directions. Each direction 
will ask you to find a date on a calendar which is printed on the last page of 
this booklet. 

I~ :hi3 calenda= you a:e to =~e?::ber that: 

l. A ~ircled number is a holiday 
2. Saturdays and Sundays are weekend days 
3. All days except holidays anci weekends are ~ork days 
4. The first day of Spring is March 21 
5. The first day of Su:mner is June 21 
6. The first day of Fall is September 21· 
7. The first day of Winter is Decen:ber 21 

Look at the sample items below. Put an x on :he letter in front of the 
correct answer. 

s M T W' T F s 
1 2 3 4 5 

6 7 8 9 10 @ 12 

13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

20 21 22 23 24 25 26 

27 28 29 30 

I. What is the third Tuesday of the month? 

a. 15th b. 17th c. 22nd d. 24th e. Not gi·.ren 

What is the third working day aft:e:: the ho!.id.ay? 

a. !3th b. 14th C, 15th d. !.6::i. e. Not: gi"1en 

III. What is the seventh working day after the third 
Monday of the m.on::h? 

a. 9th b. 27th c. 291:h d. 30::h e. Not given 

T'ne answers are I,a; I!,d; III,d. 

Your score will be the number of dates you mark correc:ly oinus a fracticn c: 
those marked i.ncorrec:ly. Therefore, it will not be to your advantage to guess u..~
iess you have so~e idea abou: which date is corre=:. 

This test has two parts. Each part has 10 dates fo= you to select. You ~~:l 
have 7 :inu:es for each par::. Whea you have finished Par: 1, STOP. P:ease co no~ 
go on to Pare 2 lmtil asked to do so. 

rea:: off the last page of this booklet noy so you ~ill be able to refer :o 
cj~: calencar easily as you :ake the res: c: :hi$ :es:. 

DO NOT TURN IlilS PAGE ID."T IL ASKZD ':O DO SO 

Copyright © 1975 by Educational Testin~ Service. All rights reserved. 
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Mar~ an x on the l:~=ar i:1 fr~n: oi c~e cor=ec: answer. Gse :ie c~l=~ri~= 
that ~as t::.a last page of this book.lat. 

a. Dec • .5 !:>. Dec.6 c. :Cec.10 d. !).ac. l.!. e. Not given 

wr..at mon::1 has the only Tuesday c::.e 12th? 

a.. Ap:::-::..1 b. Ju::e c. Sept. c.. ~iov. e. Noc g::.ve~ 

3. What is the four::1 working day af:er the third weekend in the ~one::. 
having the shortast name? 

a. 1st b. 4th c. 17th d. 24;::i e. Not gi•1en 

""· :;:i. the fi=st mont:1 having 30 days, what is t::.e :irst: working da.:, 
after the 8th of the month? 

a. Jan. 9 b. Marc:l 9 c. April 9 d. June ll e. Not given 

::-:.e Su.. .. c.a:: a.::er t::.e firs: holida:: that f.:..l:~ on a T.1.ursc..ay is: 

a. Feb. 25 b. June 17 c. Aug.19 d. Nov. 25 e. Not given 

6. What is the s:L~th working day in the month which has a holiday that 
falls on a Friday? 

a. 8th b. 9th c. 10th d. 19th e. Not given 

7. What is the eighth working day of the first month in which the 5th 
of the monch falls on a weekend and in which there is only one holiday? 

a. May 8 b. ~y 10 c. Aug.8 d. Aug.10 e. Not given 

8. In the month whose 12th is on a. Tuesday, what is the fifteenth working 
day? 

a. 22nd b. 23rd c. 24th d. 27th e. Not given 

9. What is the third Wednesday in the month that follows the second :nonch 
having exactly 9 weekend days? 

a. 15th b. 16:h c. 17th d. 18th e. Not given 

10. What is cha last weekend day of the last mon:h of the year for which 
the 5th is on a Tuesday or Thursday and during which ther~ is no 
ch.::mge of seasons? 

c. JOt.1 d. Jhc e. Noc given 

DO NOT GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE UNTIL ASKED TO DO SO 
STOP. 
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~3r: 2 (7 ~inutes) 

a. jar:.. 3 b • .::in. 5 c. May 2 d. ~!.ay 5 

a. :eo. 15 b. Feb. 16 c. Feb. 20 d. Feb. 22 e. Not g:.ven 

:i,~:3: :_3 :~e sac::.d Meeke::.d day -· ::.e ::.=s: =~:::t. ~;h:..::i Co:s ::c: :~.1-... a 
an "R" in ics naz:e? 

a. 2nd b. 3rd c. 4th d. St!:l e. Noc given 

14. w-nat is the first Tuesday of sumt1er? 

a. June 19 b. JU!le 21 c. June 25 d. July 3 e. Not giv~ 

15. What is the fifth day following the 3rd of the month before c!:le 
:~!=~ =~a~g~ of seasons? 

a. 8t!l b. lOc.'l c. llc.i. d.. 12::i. .a. Xoc given 

16. One mont!'l both begins and ends on a weekend. In that month, on 
what day of the week is the first day thac contains a 3 but does 
not fall on a Monday or a Thursday? 

a. Tue. b. Wed. c. Fri. d. Sat. e. Not given 

17. What is tha second st:mmer Friday that is not among the first four 
days of the month? 

a. 6th b. 10th c. 13th d. 20th e. Not given 

18. What is the first Thursday in the second month after the last month 
which has a "U" in its name? 

a. 4th b. 6th c. 8th d. 11th e. Not given 

19. In the month latest in the year that both starts and ends on a working 
day, what is the first working day that occurs after the 15th of the 
month and that is not on the same day of the week that begins or ends 
tha month? 

a. 16th b. 17th c. 18th d. 19th e. Not given 

20. 'What day follows the first nine working days in the month contai...,ing 
the third change of seasons? 

a. 10th b. llth c. 15th d. 16th e. Hot given 

DO NOT GO BACK TO PAR.I 1 AND 
00 NOT GO 0~ TO A..Y'! OTHER I:EST IDrr!L .ASKED TO DO SO 
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1. A circlaci number is a holiday. 

.... }!ar:h 2! • 

J. :~a·--~- .:i.3.y o= :all is Septe!:ber 2l. 

' :'he firs;: day oi Win:ar is Decembe:: Zl. 

1~73 JANL:ARY 1973 

S M T W 

i 7 ,~y;·-~ 1
5
2 !.:;3 

I , 4 e , 6 , 7 , s , 9 20 

1
21 22 2:1 2..1 25 26 27 
28 29 30 31 

I 1973 FE:3R.UARY 19::r3 

I M T w T s 

I 2 3 
..:. 5 ,3 -: s 9 10 

I 11 Q 13 ·0~, 10 11 

11e (!j) Zr:> .2! e):3 24 
ZS 26 27 2S 

1973 M. 
s M T w T F s 

I 2 3 
4 5 6 [) 8 9 10 
ti 12 13 14 15 16 e 
18 19 20 21 22 23 24 
;:5 26 27 28 29 30 31 

1973 APRIL 1973 

s M T w T , s 
· I 2 3 4 5 6 7 

~ :6 
10 It 12 13 14 

(z) 18 19 @) 21 
Z3 Z4 Z:5 26 27 ZB 

29 30 

11~13 __ MAY--· 19731 
-SMTWTF Si 1----. ·-·-·---

I 2 3 4 S 
6 7 8 9 10 ti 12 
13 14 IS 16 17 18 19 

:::o 21 22 23 .i:4 25 26 
'?7 0 19 30 31 

1973 JUNE 1973 

s M T w T • s 
I 2 

3 ' ' IS 7 • • 
10 II 12 13 G 15 18 

17 18 19 zo 21 22 Z3 
z, z:, 215 27 :a %9 30 

I 

1g7::1 JULY 1973: ___________ , 
.~ T WT F S: 

, 2 3 Q~~-: 
8 9 10 11 12 13 141 

1 5 1 6 11 18 I 9 20 2 l I 
22 23 24 25 Zl5 27 23 
29 30 31 

11973 AUG:...:S, 1973 f 

S M T w T s I 

I 
2 3 

,
4

1 I 5 6 7 a 9 10 
l 12. 

/ 19 
13 14 IS (:J-, 17 IS! 
20 21 22 ::3 24 .:s j 

/ 26 2.1 28 29 30 31 I 
I 

1973 SE?TEMSER t973 I 
s M r w T F s 

1 

2 Ci, 4 !S 6 7 8 
9 10 II 12 13 14 15 

16 17 18 19 20 21 22, 

1973 OCTOBER 1973 

S M T W T F S 

I 2 l 4 5 © 
7 © 9 10 11 12 13 
14 15 us 17 .18 19 21) 
Z 1 ® 23 24 2:5 26 27 

1 .?8 29 JO 31 

.-----------
1973 NOVEMBER 19731 

·-- . -
T -_ i: ~.-i 

2 3 I 

© 
I 

4 5 7 3 :} 10 I 

II I:? 1:1 14 I':: 16 17 ! 
18 19 .?O :?t @23 24 j :::, :?6 27 ZS ;:g 30 I 

1973 DECEMBER 1973 

M T w T 

1 
2 3 " 5 6 7 • 
9 to 11 12 13 ,, 15 
HS 17 ,9 19 20 21 22 

:!~ 21, (is) 26 27 28 29 
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FOLLOWW~ DIREC':'IO::S - I:?-:! 

TI-Lis is a test of your a:ili:y tQ f~llo~ a se: of aj=ec:i;~~. :~~ ~~:~ 

be given a pa:te::n o: letters to lcuk a: a;-.d ...,ill o..: as;..e<l ques:io::..: a:::::.:.:: 
how certain directions will c.~ange tha: pa::e!":'l.. :he answe= toe=;~ cu2s:ic~ 
will oe one of th~ letters in the pattern. You are co aeciae ~hich le::;= is 
correct a.~d pu: an x on that letter. 

Look at this example: 

Column 
1 2 ") l. 5 .) 

Row 1 A B C D E 
Row 2 E A B C D 
Row 3 D ... A B C 
Row 4 C D E A B 
Row 5 B C D E A 

!. Which is the only letter that appears cirectly above the letter A? 

A B C D E 

!!. If one letter occurs more frequently than another, ~~e anSW'er is the 
most frequently occuring letter; if no letter occurs ~ost frequently, 
the answer is the letter in the upper left to lower right diag~~al. 

A B C D E 

You should have marked B for I and A for I!. 

You:- score on this test will be the nwcl>er of letters "1.·::i:::.:.i you. ,-c..-:. 

correc:ly ::ti.nus a fraction of t..1i.ose incorrect:. Therefore it w=.:..:!. ~=::: be -· 
ycur adva...itage :o guess unless you are fairly certain of your aJ:'I.S~e=. 

!:us test has two parts. Each part has 10 items on one page. Yo~ ~il! 
have - ~i~utes for each part. When you have finished Part l, S~OP. ?:eaae 
co no: go on to Part 2 until you are asked to rio so. 

DO NOT TURN THIS PAGE ID.'TIL ASKED TO DO SO 

Copyright €) 1975 by Educational Testing Service. All rights reserved. 
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Al! c: :he d:=ec:::..or.s anc ;~esticns :n ~~== I ~ill be asked abcu: :~e ~a::ar~ ~= :a::~=s ba::~: ~a=~~-~:= :~e ====a~: !~::er f:r ea=~ ~ca~:::~. 

:.::.~: 3 
?.c· .• 
Row .., 

3 

3 

C 

C 

C ... , ....... 
.., __ 

D 

3 
C 

) 

C 
E 

!.. 5 
D 

C 

B 

.,;. t,";-ia: l.e::ar :.ou..:.c c:::=e .'.loove t::1.a C i:i Ro-.J 5 i:: ::i.e lec:e:::-s :n Row 4 
~e:-e =eversec.? 

A C D E 

~. ::-ie ans~er co :his ql.!es:ion is :ne letter i::::led!ately :o :~e =i;r.: 
o: ::::.e ::u.ddle la::er of Row 4. 

3 C D 

5. :,ha: is the le:::er ::1.a: appear.; jus: to the right of t::e let:er t:-.a: 
is i::=ediataly over ::~e one just to the left of :ne A i:i Row 4? 

A B C D E 

6. If Eis closer to ::::.e le£t end of Raw 2 thar. B, :~e answe= :s B; -
not, tne answer is ::::.e let:er raost f:-equently co::.in.g i=led.ia.:el:, :o 
:he =ig~t of A in :~e pac:e=::i. 

B C D 

7. Suppose Ro .. s l, 3, a~d 5 were all written bac.k:t;ar~s, while Rows 2 a.:i.d 4 
=-~::..n. as :hey are. i-,~'1at lec:e:- Yil.!. then occu:::-t"',;o times in. Col:.:::::. 4? 

3 C D 

a. S:ar: in t~e lowe: l=:: hand cor:1er ar.ci follow t~e le:::rs up Col~:::..,, l, 
down Colu:::n 2, U? Cj~~::m 3, and so on until you reach :he upper ri;~t 
ha..'1.d corner. !·;''h.'.!t is t:i.e fi:::-st let:ar ::,::, appear four c::..::es? 

' n 3 C D E 

9. S:a::: in tne upper le:: hand cor:1er of t:1e par.:e!":l ... ~d :c.:..l.:,• .. :.:.c l.c:::ers 
a.rou~d :n~ outside o: c:i.e pa::ern in a cljck-wi~e (to::,.~ righ:) cirec:io~. 
i-::~.a: is c~e .:>e~cnd l:::~= follot.ti;ig :!'le let:ar !>.:~ween t:'le sec~nC C =i:'..C. 

::.:i.e seccnci ::> you c::::e :o? 

B C D 

!..:, .. '..; :.: ::~:, :!'" .. <! ~~:; ... ~·c:--:~ -·-., .. ..:.-.... ~~· -~-:
c.!a~=r:..:11 .;:li;:!1 ~_,:t:.; _..i.:.:~= i:1 :.ne i.~?C.i~e:. 
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1.3. 

14. 

..... _ .... •!:ll--""'- :...;;; 

:.::. Re-.; l: 

Pa=t 2 (7 ci~u:es) 

: .. :,,:,,," -
.:\.::·.r 3 
f,::iw 
R:::u 5 

A 

ques::!..ons 

l 

D 
D 

E C 
' . . ~ 

C ... , •• _ __ -...-.. 

3 
C 

J 
C 

qe=e •---~a::. wa~~~G--~• 

A B C D 

4 

.!-... 

C 

5 

C 
B 

:" ,.i __ ..;._ .... 

~ a??ea:s ~y,::he:e t~ the rig~: o: C, :~e a~s~e= :!..s :ie 
o: ?.c;; !; __ not, the a::.s.;e: :.s ::he las: le:::a= o: :::-:;; :. 

C D 

:here a:e ;:;.;o lec:e:s :hat never a?pear at :he rignc end of a 
T~e answer is the o~e ~~at comes !a:ar in :~e alphabet. 

B C D 

:: A is ,,we: ::.=e.i:.a:el7 u::.::::.er 3, c.:.e acs .. a:- is t~!a la::ar -·· Re:. ~ 

Yhich that A is under, if not, the answer is the letter i::. Row 4 
which bas A over:.:. 

B C D 

16. Suppose Rows 2 anci 4 we=e written back..ards; while Rows 1, 3, a~~ J 
rem.a::.~ as t~ey are. what let:er will oc=~= only once in Col·~n :: 

B C D 

::-.is -:::::oble:n is :he le::e: :...s 
lette: of Row 5 :nae ~eve: appea=s a: 

A :S C D 

S ca:-: i!l the U?Per la:: hand cor:ie:. Read do.m Coli..::..n !, :~e~ :ea::::. 
ci~t.:r. Col~==. 2, a~d s~ o~. If the :!=st A you cc::ie :o is :~ilc~ec 
i=i.ed::.atal:: by ar:. E, :he anS",;e::-is :he lc:te.= in .::-o::i.: of :.:,a ne::-:: 
i}. Ho.1ever, ii t:ia :i:s:: A is not followed i=edia:e!.y b:; an :., ::::.e 
answer i3 the lec:er af:er whatever c~e does follow the fi=sc ~. 

A B C D -

:9. S.t:s.r: i:1 :!-.e •!;:pc:-:::.:;=:: ~.i::.d c:::==-= and .:~:l.=-.1 ·~.:. 1e·-~-s a.:-:,~=-= 
~:,e outside of che pa::er.: in a coun:er~lock'~ise (co t~e le::) 
cirec:io~. t."'nac is ~~e second le::er follo-.;ing ~~e let:er be~.;ee~ 
-~ ....... :... .. ---: 5 an:! c~e t: .. :.:-:. C 1:!'".at yoc co:e to? 

A B C D £ 

:!O. !! you <ira"J a line ::i:-ough the c-.;o cia:zonals (uo~e= le.:: ::, :.c.1e::: _ 
a::d unµe!' :::i::hc :o :::.er le:t) a."ld er~e :.-:.~se l~:::e:-s. ye-:.: w:.:: h.:nse 
f~ur criacgle~ oi :o~= l~c:ers each re~a.i:::i~~. !f nc~e of c~ese ic~r 
==ia~;l~s ~~3 :~o l~:::~s a:ike !~ :~~~, =~e ~~s~ar !s ~~~ le::a= :~3: 
ap;>==.:s 2..c~s: a::e:l :.~ =.~c ::=ia:.;.:..:~; :..: ::.c:, :.-ic r....s-:.;~:-:.s -=~= :=.::;= 
c~~: a~pe.ars .here t..~e ~~~ c~a;o~a:.s cross. 

;. B C 

W :;a: w 3Aw: 7:0 PART l A:lD 
:J ·'"'- ev c:: :c .:;.:; o:::s.1. ~s: i.":i:'::. .:.s1~ :o no SJ 
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Make an X on the 11:ie betveen the :c.umbe:-s that a::-e not the sa:e • 

7!0 

432.0573 

25706c5292 

___ ... --~ --; ~'--==:---:.:· lv 

Ti .. O 

432.:0573 

6:.52653905222. 

257C::c5292 

-=:.:· --..: . .., ..... -.""- ........ --,, .. -; :.:: 

.. -;:.-: - . . :r· -
--..,- .,,,-- : ....,..,.. I 

=::--=--=--- -=---

........ --- ,- .,. ;"-

- - .- .. r-.: ,,,,_- ,·-v.,.,. .. 

,: .. """'=-·= 
' .. ,..# 

DO NCT GO ON TO TEE !{EXT PAGE UN'7.;.1 A.SK::) ':'O 00 SO • 
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Pa:-t 2 (1 l/2 ::.!~:.rtes) 

Make an X on the line between the numbers that are not the same • 

7573 

~,,._ .... _. 

-:.,: .. --:::: ..... -
,.,,--...,·1.,1...,; 

7573 

;9o57Cl746 

13525i92;5127 

a:...22.5073508 

- .. "' _ ... =-; -,,"'.""""' 

_;:.-· = ... 
~ .... ,,,, ____ -.,,,,. .... -

DO ::c-:: GO BACK TO ? 2,T l f.:.'2 DO !:-:':' GO O?T 
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Yar:1e ----------------------------------------

::c.- ...: ... ..,.._ c;:;.r. ycu :::.:i.tch a given objec!:? ~i.3 is a t:esr: ct you:: a.b:.:.i::: 
-~ ~i:~ t~e c~=~~c: ob~ac: quickly. Ac cie laf: of each =og is ~n objac:. 
:u :~e !":..;::: a:-:; ::.."."'= ::.=si: iJOjec:s. or..~ ;,f w~:..c.~ :=..'.lt:c~ei t::.: !J::~c: a: :~~:: 
1...::r:. L..:lo:-. ~= :~e a::i .. :r;,la below: 

® 0 
c:::: c:::: :m c:: 

The thi:-d. tast: objec~ has been marked by blackenin~ the space below i::, 
because it is t~a same as the object at the left. 

:ro·..1 pr:ic:ice on the proble:::?S belo-:.r. ~r:t them as fast as you can: 

Your score on this test ~ill be the number of objects marked correctly 
minus a fraction of the number marked incorrectly. Work as quickly as you 
can without sacrificing accur1cy. 

You will have l 1/2 minutes for each of the two parts of this test. 
E.lch part has c-,c ;,a~es. Bt:! sure to do both pai;es if you ha,;,? :ir:e. ,,1,e-:1 
you have finished Par: l, STOP. Please do ~ot go on to Part 2 until you 
are asked to do so. 

DO NOT TURN THIS PAGE UNTIL ASKED TO DO SO. 

Copyright(;;") 196Z. 1975 by Educational Testing Servica. All righ:s raserved. 
' .,; 
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CO TO '.rn:E ~'EXT COLUMN. GO ON TO~ !l!X'l' PAGE. 
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GO o:: TO THE NEXT COU.1MN. STOP e:EnE. 

JO !IC'!' T'.."!U: :U:3 PAG.! T.::':L ,\!;il:E:; TC DO SC. sr:?. 
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GO TQ TE:: lE(:' CO!L~~. 
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GO TO T?..S NEX':' coLUMr,. 
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Name 

VZ-1 

T"~is is a test~!' yoi:.: acility to te:l wbat pieces ca:: :e p~t tcget.7-er ~o =take 
a ce:-ta.i!l figure. Eac::1 test page is divided into tvo colu:=.s. At the tcp of each 
colu::n is a geomet.:::-ical fi~re. Beneatl:. each f :.gure are se·,era.1. proble~. Each pr:::;
clem co~sists of a rev of five shaded pieces. Your task is ~o decide .rh!c~ of 
the five shaded pieces will make the complete figure when put together. A:n.y number 
c!' s:-.ad.ed :;:ieces, fro::. t..,c to !':•re, ?!lay be used to ?::a}:e the c=;:lete fig-.=e. Each 
piece :-.ay be tu~ed. a::-:Jund ~o any position but it ca.-.nct be t'\!:::-:1ed. ove!'. It !lla.~' 

~.e:p :::·..:.. :: ~:r::· ... ::-. ~=·~ ·-."'f...J" :.::e p:.ece!.) ::·.., -:~;e:,!'!e:-. Ye~ =..:.:, :.:1:~ c:..:,~ ·:~e..:::t. s:;:.~::e :::
C.:r:.::,e ::.:2. ·n-.t~e:: :-·~u }':!j.cr.: ·,:~ict pieces :nake -:b.e cc:::.plete ~:g-.:.:'e, m.a.rk a ~ (+) :.:: 
t!:e :::·: :=.:::..e~ cr:!s -:!le:: are use! e...--?d a r:1i::1..:.s (-) i:i the box ~de:- ones t!:a-:, are !'le-: 
used.. 

~x~::le .-., 
a."::. .~, •• ,. ... ;::: e~es. ;:.. l::1:..::£ hes c:?en !!'.arked. i!:l the c:;x U."ld.e:- :::ese places. 'l':!e sec

"'·"""' piece :s no'C ::ee:iea.. 'to r::ake the rectangle. A r.:.1nus has ·:ee:i :n.e.rked :.:i t=.e box 
unie:- :t. The rec~a.~;le d:-a~'n to t!:le :-igr.t cf the proble= s=~~s one vay ::: ~tich 
the f::"..l!' pieces co\:.ld. oe pi;-: toget!:ler • 

. ,.... 

ii 
IJ 

G 

0 

n 

~ 
~ 
D 

0 
_ .... _.,._ .... -:,.. 
- t,,,,.,..._ \ol••' 

n 
p:eces Y:u 

::.a~~ei a~ U!1ie= t~ese t~~ee piec:s a::.i a c~~~~ c::.ier ~=e =~~s= ~-c p:e=es. In 
-:-..... ~-:'~a C. - .... =- ::-.=.,...--~, -~.:-..;~ ~-..:: &".:f'•r ;:.e:ss z::~~:. ·"Ci) -~-1.·::...; .... .; ... "'!:a:....:.:.:. s..r-.:! :: .. e 
_ .: .. :;) ..., 2- • .: fct:.:"'":!: wi -:::. a 

-----c--' .... ---------~! :::::::.:.~ 
-:--=-~-·.·~,.; __ ,.,_.........,...::::i,..•-:: ... r-:.-a-.:,,: ... _.:., "'t .... ~· ..... 
: • .a:."': s=.e ::.:.es. "·:.=.:t::.'!= :):- ?:.:-: -:.:.e pieci: 

-:: \ - -
,' /: ----. -· . --:::.~ ::.:::. ... ,... ---

DO NOT TU?l{ TEJ:S PAGE UN'!'!L AS".i<:::D TO DO SO • 
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,-, 
i I I -, 

! I 

/ \ 
/ \ 
\ / 

' I \_, 

~ CN '!'O TE ~IB:C PAGE. 
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D 6 
B\ .......__ 

0 

1c. ~ ~ I , ~ 20. ffi \ ~ A j 
D DO O O 00000 

:5-L~~ I~ r!/ L~ l ~AI 
0 CJ D n O D D ~ D u 

\\ 

-'-'· 1:/\}{I}}:?\. -~ I d ~ 
0 u u :..J O t, 

~ ...... , 
- :.·.. \ ~·:· :.:x. 
-·-·-· -·-

u I i D 0 D 
,-, 
u 

f\ 
l'\§1\ <~-A /2\ 

::J O . ' ' 

' \ I l ' i 
.....J ;.....: 

n 

f., 
/::.:-\, 
~ 

0 [] 

DO NO'!' ':'u"?J: ~S ?AGE U?::':::. ASKED TO DO SO • 
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Pa:-:: 2 r 5 :nin•.:,tes) 

. I 
I . 
1.....-.: ,--

i I 

l___J 

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE. 
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Pa.rt 2 (conti?lued) 

D ., .. 

iJ+~~~ 
D D D D D 

~. 

I A ~ s€. ~ ~ t1 ~ ~ 
C ODO DODO:...; 

n : 1 n 

DO NO'.r GO ON TO Ar.I C:-:C-• .:{ 'EST UNTIL AS?ZD TO DO SO. 
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In this test you are to i::agine the foldi.:lg and u.nfclc!ing of pieces of 
pape~. I~ ea=~ p=c~!e~ ~~ tr.e test ~~e~e e..:-e sc:e fiF~~es c:e~:::. at t~~ !eft 
cf a \"'e!-::.ca: .:.i~e 2.!-:.t ~=-::-e a~e c~he:-s C:a~-:::. a-: -:l:e :-i.;::-:. J~ the 2.:....w:-:. -~ =-

!ig...i.!'es at t~e left rep!'esent a square piece of ?aper tei~g folte~, anu t.~e 
last of t::lese figures has one or two small circles d...--a..n en it to sr.ow where 
the paper has been punched.. Each hole is punched t:t:.rough a.11 the t~icknesses 
o~ paper at that point. One of the !ive figures at the right of the vertical 
line s:::.ows ~;here -r:he holes ~.;ill be wten the pa.pe:::-is CO!!:pletely un:foldei. Y:·.:.. 
a:e to c.ecid.e wh::.::b. o::1e c:' these fig:.;.=es is ccr:::-e::t a.I!d. c:aw an X tb.:::-ough t..::.a:: 
fig-..1:::-e. 

trow "t::j .. -~.::. S::!.::':p::_e ;~~w~J.2.ez: be.lo·..:. (l..'l tl:!.S p~~Cle:: .:~:r one :tole i..·a.s 
p~:lc!:e·i !.n t::.: :'cl:.e:. :!;a?e!'. ) 

A B C D E 

Q 
I ' I I .... ___ J DODD D 

!':le cc!":'ec"t a:1swer tG :he sa.~;le :;:-oble:::: a:::,c.,e is C an::i. so it s:1ou.li ha\·e 
been ::::ar~~ec. ,.;::_ th an X. ::_:: _ : 0 .... _ e::. 
why C is the correc~ answer. 

D Q 
' ' I ' 
'----·J 

Ll 
I ' L ____ J 

,,s, t 

1..-----1 

was fclied. a:..:. 

D 
I I 
I I 
'-----' 
~ 

I I ._ _____ ., R L---·' 

~' i-
i I 

'-·---J D 
Ir. these proble!:!s all of the folds that a:e :aade a:e sl:.::r,::i. ~ t::.e fig-...:.res 
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AIJpendix D 

Preliminary Analyses 
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Table 15. Manova Wilks' Lambda Statistic 

Source E NumDF DenDF p-value 

Language 0.7954 2.0272 5 32 0.1013 

Man. lnfl. 0.1337 11.1024 10 64 0.0001 

Interaction 0.5726 2.0575 10 64 0.0414 
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Table 16. Anova Test using Runs 

Source DF Type Ill SS Mean Sguare E p-value 

Language 1 901.34 901.34 6.80 0.0132 

Man. Infl. 2 14208.97 7104.49 53.63 0.0001 

Interaction 2 1516.15 758.08 5.72 0.0070 
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Table 17. Anova Test using RTE 

Source DE Type m ss Mean Sguare E p-value 

Language 1 1657.53 1657.53 6.45 0.0156 

Man. lnfl. 2 14811.47 7405.73 28.81 0.0001 

Interaction 2 1850.76 925.38 3.60 0.0376 
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Table 18. Anova Test using Time 

Source DF Type III SS Mean Sguare E p-value 

Language 1 74703.37 74703.37 5.85 0.0208 

Man. Infl. 2 260285.50 130142.75 10.19 0.0003 

Interaction 2 8076.84 4038.42 0.32 0.7309 
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Table 19. Anova Test using Edits 

Source DE Type III SS Mean Sguare E p-value 

Language 1 589.34 589.34 0.16 0.6937 

Man. Infl. 2 389929.21 194964.60 52.15 0.0001 

Interaction 2 9011.42 4505.71 1.21 0.3114 
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Table 20. Anova Test using Syntax Errors 

Source ;QE TuPe III SS Mean Sguare E p-value 

Language 1 2064.29 2064.29 1.28 0.2649 

Man. Infl. 2 207712.82 103856.41 64.54 0.0001 

Interaction 2 10763.14 5381.57 3.34 0.0465 
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Ap:pendix E 

Raw Data 
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Table 21 Description: General Information 

Column 
1 

2 

3 

Description 
Subject Id Number 

Language Used (1 = Pascal, 2 = C++) 

Managerial Influence Level 

( 1 = Cannot Reuse, 

2 = Moderate Encouragement, 

3 = Strong Encouragement ) 

4 First Task Performed 
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Table 21: General Information 

Subject Id Lane;ua~e MI Level First Task 

1 2 1 A 
2 1 2 A 
3 1 3 A 
4 1 1 A 
5 1 1 A 
6 2 2 A 
7 1 3 A 
8 2 2 A 
9 2 1 A 
10 2 3 A 
11 1 1 B 
12 1 2 A 
13 1 1 B 
14 1 2 B 
15 1 3 B 
16 2 3 B 
17 2 1 B 
18 2 2 B 
19 2 3 B 
20 1 2 B 
21 2 2 B 
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Table 22 Description: Task A Functionality Information 

Column 
1 

2 

3 

Description 
Task A Subtask Id Number 

Task A Subtask Name 

Task A Subtask Description 
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Table 22: Task A Functionality Information 

Subtask Id Subtask Name Subtask Description 

1 Employee Manage. Maintain employee database. 
..... 2 Operation Access Monitor acess of all on-line operations. vJ 
~ 

3 Payroll Perform all payroll related operations. 

4 Calendar Maintain interacting employee appointment calendars. 

5 Cost Center Manage. Control departmental cost center accounting. 

6 Company Store Maintain an inventory system for the company store. 

7 Entertainment Play the hi-low and riddle games. 



Table 23 Description: Task B Functionality Information 

Column 
1 

2 

3 

Description 
Task B Subtask Id Number 

Task B Subtask Name 

Task B Subtask Description 
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Table 23: Task B Functionality Information 

Subtask Id Subtask Name Subtask Description 

1 Widget Tracking Control widget processing (station to station) on shop floor. 
..... 
vl 

2 Station Manag. Maintain station configuration and management information. 

°' 3 Corrosion Tests Perform specific corrosion testing on widget data. 

4 X-ray Tests Perform specific x-ray testing on widget data. 

5 Warehouse Manag. Control storage and retrieval operations in the warehouse. 

6 Customer Tracking Maintain a customer data base. 

7 Quote Manag. Create price quotes for customers based on widget data. 



Table 24 Description: Development Information 

Column 
1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

Description 
Subject Id Number 

Task 

Number of Runs 

Number of Run Time Errors 

Time Impact of Run Time Errors (minutes) 

Number of Edits 

Number of Syntax Errors 
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Table 24: Development Information 

Subject Id Tusk ~ RIE Time Impact Edi1s Syn, Err 

1 A 92 86 497 353 245 
B 75 66 288 336 277 

2 A 38 45 312 194 141 
B 50 62 348 180 111 

3 A 62 47 226 290 174 
B 45 38 277 154 120 

4 A 69 85 515 318 261 
B 87 92 345 549 351 

5 A 65 61 383 477 350 
B 50 57 366 323 273 

6 A 22 23 173 203 147 
B 34 39 114 160 128 

7 A 70 85 423 107 104 
B 48 69 268 194 136 

8 A 37 24 68 201 174 
B 23 30 178 235 198 

9 A 90 96 130 404 277 
B 99 122 622 479 306 

10 A 44 55 376 267 237 
B 51 50 292 263 202 

11 A 91 75 491 532 418 
B 70 92 471 352 269 

12 A 33 42 223 202 146 
B 49 35 117 237 154 

13 A 69 71 404 330 239 
B 102 117 596 447 327 

14 A 51 66 424 139 123 
B 30 37 184 170 153 

15 A 47 68 413 179 111 
B 68 77 505 185 129 

16 A 28 27 170 214 167 
B 34 29 165 255 210 

17 A 68 63 383 478 390 
B 75 90 390 302 247 

18 A 28 27 173 206 155 
B 31 43 320 178 132 

19 A 28 20 85 243 165 
B 44 44 267 163 151 

20 A 54 66 317 250 177 
B 56 43 189 165 141 

21 A 29 28 381 148 98 
B 18 42 162 185 142 
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Table 25 Description: Reuse Information 

Column 
1 

2 

Description 
Subject Id Number 

Component Name (percentage used for target system) 
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Table 25: Reuse Information 

Subject Id Comp. Name (percenta" used} 

2 alarm (100), bptree (70), cust (100), dates (100), empcode (70), 

empid (70), payroll (80), schedule (60), utils (50) 

3 alarm (90), cust (80), dates (100), empcode (80), empid (80), error 

(30), payroll (60), queue (50), quote (60), schedule (50) 

6 dates (90) 

7 alarm (100), compid (70), ctrack (60), cust (100), dates (100), 

empcode (80), empid (80), idscheme ( 40), payroll (70), quote ( 60), 

schedule (60), strack (60) 

8 alarm (100), corrosion (80), cust (80), dates (90), empcode (80), 

empid (80), payroll (90), schedule (70), stress (80) 

10 cust (90), dates (90), empcode (90), empid (80), opcode (70), payroll 

(60) 

12 alarm (90), cust (90), dates (100), empcode (80), empid (90), payroll 

(80), schedule (60), stress (70) 

14 alarm (100), cust (80), dates (100), empcode (70), empid (80), 

payroll ( 100), schedule (70) 

15 alarm (100), compid (60), corrosion (70), cust (100), dates (100), 

empcode (90), emphead (60), empid (80), payroll (80), quote (60), 

quote2 (70), schedule (70), shop (30), warehouse (50) 

16 alann (90), bptree (50), dates (80), empcode (80), empid (80), payroll 

( 60), schedule (70) 

18 alarm (100), dates (90), empcode (100), empid (90), list (80), 

schedule (70) 

19 alarm (90), cust (90), dates (90), empcode (80), empid (80), list 

(50), payroll (60), schedule (80) 

20 alarm (100), cust (90), dates (90), empcode (90), empid (90), payroll 

(70), quote (70), schedule (70), utils (60) 

21 alarm (100), cust (80), dates (90), empcode (80), empid (90), list 

(80), payroll (70), schedule (70) 
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Table 26 Description: Previous Experience Information 

Column 
1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 
13 

14 
15 

16 

17 
18 

19 

20 

21 
22 

23 

24 
25 

Description 
Subject Id Number 

Number of Months (Academic Experience): 

Programming in Pascal 

Programming in C 

Programming in C++ 

Programming in Smalltalk 

Programming in Another Object-Oriented Language 

Requirements Generation 

Specification Generation 

Integration of New Features Into Anothers Code 

Writing External Documentation 

Testing Own Source Code 

Testing Anothers Source Code 

Using UNIX 

Number of Months (Professional Experience): 

Programming in Pascal 

Programming in C 

Programming in C++ 

Programming in Smalltalk 

Programming in Another Object-Oriented Language 

Requirements Generation 

Specification Generation 

Integration of New Features Into Anothers Code 

Writing External Documentation 

Testing Own Source Code 

Testing Anothers Source Code 

Using UNIX 
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Table 26: Previous Experience Information 

Academi~ Exn~rience Professional Exgerience 
Sub. Id 2 J 4 5 6 1 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 1~ 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 2J 24 2~ 

1 33 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 33 1 20 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 
2 24 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15 0 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3 40 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 40 0 15 0 0 0 0 0 3 3 1 3 6 0 0 
4 66 36 3 0 6 0 0 0 6 36 6 36 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5 65 3 0 0 0 0 0 6 40 60 0 60 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 6 50 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 50 0 15 1 3 0 0 0 0 2 2 1 3 2 3 

+:i,. 
7 24 6 0 0 0 1 1 0 10 18 0 24 0 1 0 0 0 4 0 6 3 6 6 0 N 

8 60 0 3 0 0 0 0 2 7 90 0 42 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 3 0 0 
9 60 9 0 0 0 0 0 48 48 60 48 36 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
10 24 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 3 24 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
11 48 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 12 0 48 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 
12 36 6 0 0 0 36 36 3 5 36 6 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
13 36 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 3 36 0 36 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
14 25 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 30 35 2 25 0 2 0 0 0 3 3 1 6 15 2 6 
15 36 3 I 0 0 3 2 6 16 36 0 48 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
16 48 18 3 0 3 0 0 3 3 48 0 48 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 
17 60 24 0 0 0 0 0 0 24 84 0 48 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 36 0 0 
18 42 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 36 18 0 18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
19 18 20 3 0 0 1 1 1 0 40 2 45 0 10 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 15 2 15 
20 36 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 18 0 18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
21 48 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 48 0 48 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 6 6 6 0 4 



Table 27 Description: Human Factors Information 

Column 
1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

Description 
Subject Id Number 

OverallQCA 

Computer Science QCA 

Initial Confidence (l=Disagree thru 4=Agree): 

Pascal 

C 

C++ 

Object-Oriented Paradigm 

Software Engineering Concepts 

Reuse Disposition (!=Disagree thru 4=Agree): 

Reuse Own Software 

Reuse Others Software 

Trust Others Code 

Reuse Can Save Time 

Never Reuse Software 

Prefer C++ Over Pascal 

Prefer Pascal Over C++ 

Cognitive Abilities Test Scores: 

Integrative Processes (IP-1) 

Integrative Processes (IP-2) 

Perceptual Speed (P-2) 

Perceptual Speed (P-3) 

Visualization (VZ-1) 

Visualization (VZ-2) 
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Table 27: Human Factors Information 

~onfidence Disuosition Cognitive Tests 
Subjjg QCA CSOCA 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 _J9_ 20 21 

1 2.70 2.90 4 4 2 3 3 2 2 1 4 2 3 1 100 85 43 70 91 100 
2 2.60 3.00 3 3 1 2 2 1 1 2 4 4 1 4 78 48 55 91 66 100 
3 3.30 3.96 4 2 1 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 1 4 70 78 43 97 91 93 
4 3.00 3.20 4 3 3 4 3 3 2 2 4 1 2 4 78 85 51 95 86 95 
5 3.60 3.60 4 2 1 3 4 2 3 2 3 3 2 4 70 93 61 95 86 85 
6 2.99 3.38 4 3 1 1 2 4 3 3 3 1 3 2 78 25 45 90 96 100 
7 2.60 3.00 4 3 2 2 3 1 3 2 4 3 1 4 63 40 47 78 89 55 - 8 2.70 3.30 4 2 2 2 2 3 3 2 3 2 3 2 85 70 51 97 94 85 t 9 2.43 2.70 4 3 1 2 3 2 2 1 4 3 2 3 70 85 35 71 75 93 
10 2.90 3.00 4 3 3 3 4 4 4 2 3 1 4 3 85 78 67 80 80 35 
11 2.90 2.50 4 3 2 2 3 3 2 1 2 1 1 4 100 85 57 80 88 85 
12 3.00 3.10 4 2 1 2 3 4 4 3 3 1 2 3 93 78 76 89 80 85 
13 3.10 2.90 4 1 2 2 2 3 3 2 2 1 1 4 48 70 65 79 93 40 
14 3.40 3.70 4 3 2 4 4 2 3 1 4 2 2 4 78 70 51 89 75 93 
15 2.47 2.60 4 3 2 2 3 1 4 3 4 2 1 4 78 93 45 92 85 93 
16 2.50 3.50 4 4 4 4 3 4 4 2 3 I 4 I 70 93 65 88 88 93 
17 3.40 3.90 4 4 1 2 3 2 3 1 3 3 4 1 85 85 55 90 58 90 
18 2.16 2.55 4 3 1 3 3 3 3 2 3 2 1 3 93 93 69 92 79 70 
19 2.80 3.10 4 4 2 3 4 4 3 2 3 1 4 1 70 85 59 65 95 93 
20 2.15 2.56 3 3 1 3 3 1 3 2 4 3 1 4 85 85 65 94 62 65 
21 3.40 3.60 4 2 1 1 4 1 3 1 4 4 2 3 93 48 47 77 75 75 



Table 28 Description: Experiment Difficulty Ratings 

Column 
1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Description 
Subject Id Number 

Difficulty Ratings (l=Easy thru 4=Difficult): 

Introductory C++ Task 
TaskA 

TaskB 

Development Questionnaires 

Reuse Questionnaires 
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Table 28: Experiment Difficulty Ratings 

Diffi"ul~ Ratin i!5 

Subject Id Imm TaskA TaskB Dev, Ouest, Reuse Ouest. 

1 3 4 4 3 NA 
2 2 4 2 2 1 
3 3 4 3 1 1 
4 3 1 3 2 NA 
5 3 3 3 2 NA 
6 3 4 4 3 1 
7 2 3 4 3 3 
8 3 4 3 1 1 
9 2 4 3 3 NA 
10 3 4 4 4 2 
11 3 4 4 1 NA 
12 4 1 2 1 2 
13 3 4 4 2 NA 
14 3 1 3 4 3 
15 4 3 2 1 1 
16 1 3 3 3 3 
17 4 4 3 2 NA 
18 2 2 3 3 1 
19 2 2 4 3 2 
20 1 3 3 2 2 
21 3 4 4 3 3 
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